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Complaint

IN THE MATTER OF

MICRON ELECTRONICS , INe.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE CONSUMR LEASING ACT , REGULATION M AND
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

3887.

Complaint,

July

1999-- Decision ,

July

, 1999

This consent order ,

among other things , requires Micron Electronics , Inc. , a
manufacturer and marketer of computer systems , to provide consumers with clear,
readable , and understandable information in their lease advertising. The consent
order also prohibits respondent from stating the amount of any payment or that any
or no initial payment is required at lease signing, without disclosing all
of the terms
required by law.

Participants
For the Commission:

and

Sally Pitofsky, Rolando Berrelez,

David Medine.
For the respondent:

John Geering,

in- house

counsel ,

Nampa ,

il.

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
Micron Electronics , Inc. , a corporation ("respondent ), has violated

tbe provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , 15 U.S. e. 45, as amended , the Consumer Leasing Act , 15 U. e. 1667- 1667e
as amended , and its implementing Regulation M , 12 CFR 213 , as
amended , and it appearing to the Commission that this proceeding is
in the public interest , aJleges:
1. Respondent Micron E1ectronics , Inc. is a Minnesota corporation with its principal office or place of business at 900 East Karcher
Road , Nampa , Idaho. Respondent markets computer systems for sale
or lease to consumers.
2. Respondent has disseminated advertisements to the public that
promote consumer leases , as the terms " advertisement " and " consumer
lease " are defined in Section 213. 2 of Regulation:v , 12 CFR 213. , as
amended.

3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this complaint
have been in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , 15 U. e. 44.
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4. Respondent has disseminated or has caused to be disseminated
consumer lease advertisements ("lease advertisements ) for computer
systems , including but not necessarily limited to the attached Micron
Exhibits A , B , and e. Micron Exhibit A is a magazine advertisement.
Micron Exhibit B is a newspaper advertisement. Micron Exhibit C
is an electronic advertisement. These lease advertisements contain
the following statements:

A. " Milennia

300 Personal Edition, " $2

099

Consumer lease S84/mo.

Milennia 333 DVD Edition. .. $2 999
Consumer lease $119/mo.
(A fine print disclosure at the bottom of the ad states:
prices do not include shipping and handling and any applicable taxes.. .

Business lease prices based on 36-month lease , and consumer lease prices based on
30-month lease. . . . ) (Micron Exhibit A)

B. (The ad states five lease offers , including:)

Milennia LXE 166, . .
Starting at: $1 199"
Consumer lease $48/mo.

Milennia XKU 266 .
Starting at: $2 299"
Consumer lease $92/mo.
(A fine print disclosure at the bottom of the ad states:
prices do not include shipping and handling and any applicable taxes. . . .
Business lease prices based on 36-month lease , and consumer Jcase prices based on
30-month lease. . . . j (Micron Exhibit B)

e. " TRANSPORT TREK.266. 13.
A true desktop replacement you can actually afford
Total System Price as Configured: 52499
How would you like to purchase?
* Order online with credit card ( Secure)
Business Lease $86. 72 per month' ( Secure
Consumer Lease 598, 96 per month" ( Secure
(A fine print disclosure at the bottom of the ad , on the last screen in a series of
screens , states:
"** Based on 15% purchase option 30 month" ) (Micron Exhibit C).
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT VIOLA no",s

Count 1: Failure to Disclose , and/or Failure to
Disclose Adequately, Lease Terms

5. In lease advertisements , including but not necessarily limited
to Micron Exhibits A , B , and C , respondent has represented , expressly
or by implication , that consumers can obtain the advertised computer
systems at the terms prominently stated in the advertisements , including
but not necessarily limited to the monthly payment amount.
6. These lease advertisements have failed to disclose , and/or

failed to disclose adequatcly, additional terms pertaining to the lease
offer , such as the total amount of any payments due at lease inception
and/or the term of the lease. This information would be material to
consumers in deciding whether to lease a computer system from
respondent. The failure to disclose , and/or to disclose adequately,
these additional terms , in light of the representation made , was , and
, a deceptive practice.
7. Respondent s practices constitute deceptive acts or practices in

or affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , 15 U. e. 45(a).
CONSUMER LEASING ACT A"JD REGULA nO1\ M VIOLA TIONS

Count II: Failure to Disclose , and/or Failure to Disclose
Clearly and Conspicuously, Required Information

8. Respondent' s lease advertisements , including but not necessarily
limited to Micron Exhibits A , B , and C , state a monthly payment
amount , but fail to disclose , and/or fail to disclose clearly and conspicuously, certain additional terms required by the Consumer Leasing
Act and Regulation M , ineluding one or more of the following terms:

a. That the transaction advertised is a lease;

b. The total amount due prior to or at consummation ,

or by

deJivery, if deJivery occurs after consummation. This total amount

may: I) exclude third- part fees that vary by state or locality, such as
taxes , and disclose that fact or 2) provide a total that includes thirdpart fees based on a particular state or locality as long as that fact
and the fact that such fees may vary by state or 10caJity are disclosed;
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c. Whether or not a security deposit is required;
d. The number , amounts , and timing of scheduled payments; and
e. That an extra charge may be imposed at the end of the lease
term in a lease where the liability of the consumer is based on the
difference between the residual value of the leased property and its
realized value at the end of the lease term.
9. Respondent's practices have violated Section 184 of the

Consumer Leasing Act , 15
Regulation M , 12 CFR 213.

U.

1667c ,

and Section 213. 7
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a

copy of a draft of complaint

which the Bureau of Consumer

Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its considera. tion and which , if issued by the Commission , would charge the
respondent with violation of the Fedcral Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent , its attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agteement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondcnt of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by the respondcnt that the Jaw has been violated as allegcd
in such complaint , or that the facts as alleged in such complaint , other
than jurisdictional facts , arc true and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered thc matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Act , and that a complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with thc
procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

I. Respondent Micron Electronics , Inc. is a Minnesota corporation with its principal office or place of business at 900 East Karcher
Road , Nampa , Idaho.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER
DEFI!\ITONS

For the purposes of this order , the following definitions shall
apply:
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I.

Clearly and conspicuously shall mean as follows:

a, In a television , video , radio , or Internet or other electronic
advertisement , an audio discJosure shall be delivered in a volume
cadence , and location sufficient for an ordinary consumer to hear and
comprehend it. A video discJosure shall be of a size and shade , and
shall appear on the sereen for a duration and in a location , sufficient
for an ordinary consumer to read and comprehend it.
b. In a print advertisement , a discJosure shall be in a type size and
location suffcientJy noticeable for an ordinary consumer to read and
comprehend it , in print that contrasts with the background against
which it appears.

The discJosure shall be in understandable language and syntax.
Nothing contrary to , inconsistent with , or in mitigation of the
discJosure shall be used in any advertisement.
2. " Equal prominence shall mean as follows:
a. In a television ,

video , radio ,

or Internet or other electronic

advertisement , a video discJosure shall be presented in the same or
similar format , incJuding but not necessarily Jimited to type size
shade , contrast , duration , and placement. An audio discJosure shall
be deJivered in the same or similar manner , incJuding but not

necessarily limited to volume , cadence , pace , and placement.
b. In a print advertisement , a disclosure shall be presented in the
same or similar format , incJuding but not necessarily limited to type
size , shade , contrast , and placement.

Nothing contrary to ,

inconsistent with , or in mitigation of the

discJosure shall be used in any advertisement.
3. " Total amount due a/lease signing or delivery as used herein
shall mean the total amount of any initial payments required to be
paid by the lessee on or before eonsummation of the lease or deJivery
of the computer equipment ,

whichever is later ,

as required by

Regulation M , 12 CFR 213 , as amended. The total amount due at
lease signing or delivery may: 1) excJude third- party fees , such as
taxes , and discJose that fact or 2) provide a total that incJudes thirdparty fees based on a particular state or locality as long as that fact
and the fact that such fees may vary by state or locality are discJosed.
(Section 213. 7 of Regulation M , 12 CFR 213. , as amended.
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4. " Commerce shall mean as defined in Section 4 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , 15 U. C. 44.
5. Unless otherwise spccified respondent shall mean Mieron

Electronics ,

Inc.

, a corporation , its successors and assigns and its

officers; and each of the above s

agents , representatives , and

employees.

It is ordered That respondent , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or any other device , in connection
with any advertisement to promote , direetly or indirectly, any
consumer lease in or affecting commerce , as " advertisement" and
consumer lease " are defined in Section 213.2 of Regulation M , 12
CFR 213. , as amended , shall not , in any manner , expressly or by
implication:

reference to any charge that is part of the total
amount due at lease signing or deJivery or that no such charge is
required , not including a statement of the periodic payment , unless
A. Make any

the adverti.ement also states with equal prominence the total amount
due at lease signing or delivery.

B. State the amount of any payment or that any or no initial

payment is required at lease signing or deJivery, if deJivery occurs
after consummation , without disclosing clearly and conspicuously all

of the terms required by Regulation M , as follows:
1. That the transaction advertised is a lease;
2. The total amount due at lease signing or delivery;
3. Whether or not a security deposit is required;
4. The number , amounts , and timing of scheduled payments; and
5. That an extra charge may be imposed at the end of the lease
term in a lease where the liabiJity of the consumer is based on the
difference between the residual value of the leased property and its
reaJized value at the end of the lease term.

(Section 184(a) of the Consumer Leasing Act (" CLA" ),

1

e. 1667c(a), as amended , and Section 213. 7 of Regulation M ,

12

CFR 213. , as amended.

For radio advertisements , respondent may also comply with the
requiremcnts of this subparagraph by utiJizing Section 1 84(c) of the
CLA , 15 U. e. 1667c(C), and Section 213. 7(f) of Regulation M , 12
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CFR 2 1 3. 7(f), as amended. For television advertisements , respondent

may also comply with the requirements of this subparagraph by
utilizing Section 213. 7(f) of Regulation M , as amended.
e. Fail to comply in any other respect with Regulation M ,
CFR 213 , as amended , and the CLA , 15 U. e. 1667- 1667e ,
amended.

12
as

II.

It is furl her ordered That respondent Micron Electronics , Inc.
and its successors and assigns , shall , for five (5) years after the last
date of dissemination of any representation covered by this order
maintain and upon request make available to the Federal Trade
Commission for inspection and copying aJl records that will
demonstrate compliance with the requirements of this order.

II.
11 is further

ordered That respondent Micron Electronics , Inc.

and its successors and assigns , shall deliver a copy ofthis order to all

current and future

principals , officers , directors , managers

employees , agents , and representatives having responsibilities with
respect to the subject matter of this order , and shall secure from each
sueh person a signed and dated statement acknowledging receipt of
the order. Respondent shaJl deliver this order to such current
personnel within thirty (30) days after the date of service of this order
and to such future personnel within thirty (30) days after the person
assumes such position or responsibilities.
IV.

It is further ordered That respondent Micron Electronics , Inc.
and its successors and assigns , shall notify the Commission at least
thirty (30) days prior to any change in the corporation that may affect
compliance obligations arising under this order , incJuding but not
necessarily limited to a dissolution , assignment , sale , merger , or other
action that would result in the emergence of a successor corporation;
the creation or dissolution of a subsidiary, parent , or affiliate that

engages in any acts or practices subject to this order; the proposed
filing of a bankuptcy petition; or a change in the corporate name or
address. Provided , however , that , with respect to any proposed change
in the corporation about which respondent learns less than thirty (30)
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days prior to the date such action is to take place , respondent shalJ
notifY the Commission as soon as is practicable after obtaining such

knowledge, AlJ notices required by this Part shalJ be sent by certified
mail to the Associate Director , Division of Enforcement , Bureau of
Consumer Protection , Federal Trade Commission , Washington , D.

It is further ordered That respondent Micron Electronics , Inc.
and its successors and assigns , shalJ , within sixty (60) days after the
date of service of this order , and at such other times as the Federal
Trade Commission may require , file with the Commission a report
in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this order.
VI.

This order wilJ terminate on July 28 2019 , or twenty (20) years
from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal Trade
Commission files a complaint (with or without an accompanying
consent decree) in federal court alJeging any violation of the order
whichever comes later; provided , however , that the filing of such a
eomplaint wilJ not affect the duration of:

A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20)
years;
B. This order s application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and
e. This

order if such complaint is filed after the order has

terminated pursuant to this Part.

Provided , further , that if such eomplaint is dismissed or a federal
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the
order , and the dismissal or ruling is eithcr not appealed or upheld on
appeal , then the order wilJ terminate according to this Part as though
the complaint had never been filed , except that the order wilJ not
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appea1.
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IN THE MATTER OF

DELL COMPUTER CORPORATION
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGAR TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
CONSUMR LEASING ACT , REGULATION M AND
SEC. 5 OF TIlE FEDERAL TRADE COMMSSION ACT
Docket

3888.

Complaint ,

July

1999-- Decision ,

July

, 1999

among other things , prohibits Dell Computer Corporation , a
marketer of computer systems, from failing to disclose clearly that any advertised
This consent order ,

lease terms pertain to a lease offer. The consent order also prohibits respondent

from stating the amount of any payment or that any or no initial payment is required
at lease signing, without disclosing all of the terms required by law.

Participants
For the Commission:

Sally Pitofsky, Rolando Berrelez,

and

David Medine.
For the respondcnt:

Barry Cutler, Baker

Hostetler Washington

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that

DeJl Computer Corporation ,

a corporation ("respondent ), has

violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act ,

15

, as amcnded , the Consumer Leasing Act, 15 U.se. 16671667e , as amended , and its implementing Regulation M , 12 CFR 213
as amended , and it appearing to the Commission that this proceeding
is in the public interest , aIJeges:
c. 45-

I. Respondent DelJ Computer Corporation is a Delaware

corporation with its principal office or place of business at One DeJl
Way, Round Rock , Texas. Respondent markets computer systems for
sale or lease to consumers.

2. Respondent has disseminated advertiscments to the public that
as the terms " advertisement " and
consumer lease " are defined in Section 213. 2 of Regulation M , 12
CFR 213. , as amended.
3. The acts and practices of respondent aIJeged in this complaint
have been in or affecting commerce , as " commercc " is dcfined in
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , 15 U.S. e. 44.

promote consumer leases ,

.. .. ..
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4. Respondent has disseminated or has caused to be disseminated
consumer lease advertisements (" lease advertisements ) for computer

systems ,

including but not necessarily limited to the attached Del1

Exhibits A and B. Del1 Exhibit A is an electronic advertisement. Del1

Exhibit B is a television advertisement. These lease advertisements
contain the fol1owing statements:

A. " DELL DIMENSION XPSR ,..
Configured Price

288
$86/month
*Busincss

crsonal.. ,

(A fine print disclosure at the bottom of the ad states:
Personal leasing aITanged by Dell Financial Services L.P. , an independent
entity, to qualified customers. Amount of monthly lease payments above is based
upon 36 month lease. Above monthly lease payments exclude taxes which may
vary (for example , Hartford City, IN , sales tax: $4.30/month);
shipping cost due
with first payment; no security deposit required; subject to credit approval and
availability. Lease tenDS are subject to change withoutnotice. J (Del1 Exhibit A)
B, (Audio:) " ". For just $99 a month, you can lease this Dell
Dimension XPS with a 233 MHz Intel Pentium Processor.
(Video:) " $99/MONTHX , 24 MOs

fA fine print disclosure at the bottom of the ad states:
Personal leasing arranged by Dell FinanciaJ Services L.P. ,

an independent

entity; Amount of monthly lease payments based upon 24-month lease. First and
last monthly lease payments due prior to delivery: $197. Above monthly lease
payments exclude tax which may vary (for example , Hartford City,
, sales tax:
$4. 93): shipping charges due with second payment; no security deposit required:
subject to credit approval and availability. Lease tenns subject to change without
notice. For details , call J -800- 955- 3355. . . . " J (DeJJ Exhibit B)
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT VIOLATIONS

Count I: Failure to Disclose Adequately that
Transaction Advertised is a Lease

5. In lease advertisements , including but not necessarily limited

to DeJJ Exhibit A ,

respondent has represented , expressly or by

implication , that eonsumers can purchase the advertised computer
systems for the monthly payment amounts prominently stated in the
advertisements. These advertisements do not disclose adequately that
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the advertised monthly payment amounts are components of lease
offers.

6. The fact that the offers pertain to leases would be material to
consumers in deciding whether to lease or purchase a computer from
respondent. The failure to disclose adequately that fact , in light of the
representation made , was , and is , a deceptive practice.
7. Respondent' s practices constitute deceptive acts or practices in

or affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , 15 U. e. 45(a).
Count II: Failure to Disclose Adequately Lease Terms

8. In lease advertisements , including but not necessarily limited
to Del1 Exhibit A and B , respondent has represented , expressly or by
implication , that consumers can obtain the advertised computer
systcms at the tcrms prominently stated in the advertisements

including but not necessarily limited to the monthly payment amount.
9. These lease advertisements have failcd to disclose adequately
additional terms pertaining to the lcase offer , such as the total amount
of any payments due at lease inception or the term of the lease. This
information would be material to consumers in deciding whether to

lease a computer system from respondent. The failure to disclose
these additional terms , in light of the representation made , was , and
, a deceptive practice.

10. Respondent' s practices constitute deceptive acts or practices
in or affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Fcderal
Trade Commission Act , 15 U. e. 45(a).
CONSUMER LEASING ACT AJ\D REGCLA TION M VIOLA nONS

Count II: Failure to Disclose Required Information
Clearly and Conspicuously
11. Respondent' s lease advertisements , including but not

necessarily limited to Del1 Exhibits A and B , state a monthly payment

amount ,

but fail to disclose clearly and

conspicuously certain

additional terms required by the Consumer Lcasing Act and
Rcgulation M , including one or more of the fol1owing terms:
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a. That the transaction advertised is a lease;

b, The total amount due prior to or at consummation , or by
delivery, if delivery occurs after consummation. This total amount
may: 1) exclude third- party fees that vary by state or locality, such as
taxes , and disclose that fact or 2) provide a total that includes thirdpart fees base d on a particular state or locality as long as that fact
and the faet that such fees may vary by state or locality are disclosed;
c. Whether or not a security deposit is required;
d. The number , amounts , and timing of scheduled payments; and
e. That an extra charge may be imposed at the end of the lease
term in a lease where the liability of the consumer is based on the
difference between the residual value of the leased property and its
realized value at the end of the lease term.
12. Respondent' s

practices have violated Section 184 of the
Consumer Leasing Act , 15 U.se. 1667c , and Section 213. 7 of
Regulation M , 12 CFR 2137.

, ,.

~~~
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EXHIBIT A

The Dell Onlinc Store: Build Your System
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondcnt having been furnished thereafter with a

copy of a draft of complaint

which the Bureau of Consumer

Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and which , if issued by the Commission , would charge the
respondent with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent , its attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that thc signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by the respondent that the law has been violated as alleged
in such complaint , or that the facts as aJJcged in such complaint , other
thanjurisdictional facts , are true and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Act , and that a complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the cxecuted
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the foJJowing jurisdictional
findings and enters the foJJowing order:

1. Respondent Dell Computer Corporation

is a Delaware

corporation with its principal offce or place of business at One DeJJ
Way, Round Rock , Texas.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction ofthe subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER
DEFINITIONS

For the purposes of this ordcr , the following definitions shall
apply:
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and conspicuously shall mean as follows:

a. In a television , video , radio , or Internet or other electronic
advertisement , an audio disclosure shall be delivered in a volume
cadence , and location sufficient for an ordinary consumer to hear and
comprehend it. A video disclosure shall be of a size and shade , and
shall appear on the screen for a duration and in a location , sufficient
for an ordinary consumer to read and comprehend it.
b. In a print advertisement , a disclosure shall be in a type size and
location sufficiently noticeable for an ordinary consumer to read and
comprehend it , in print that contrasts with the background against
which it appears.

The disclosure shall be in understandable language and syntax,

Nothing contrary to ,

inconsistent with , or in mitigation of the

disclosure shall be used in any advertisement.
2. " Equal prominence shall mean as follows:
a. In a television , video , radio , or Internet or other electronic
advertisement , a video disclosure shall be presented in the same or
similar format , including but not necessarily limited to type size
shade , contrast , duration , and placement. An audio disclosure shall

be delivered in the same or similar manner , including but not

necessarily limited to volume , cadence , pace , and placement.
b. In a print advertisement , a disclosure shall be presented in the
same or similar format , including but not necessarily limited to type
size , shade , contrast , and placement.

Nothing contrary to ,

inconsistent with , or in mitigation of the

disclosure shall be used in any advertisement.
3. " Total amount due at lease signing or delivery as used herein
shaJl mean the total amount of any initial payments required to be
paid by the lessee on or before consummation of the lease or delivery
of the computer equipment ,

whichever is later ,

as required by

Regulation M , 12 CFR 213 , as amended. The total amount due at
lease signing or delivery may: 1) exclude third- party fees , such as
taxes , and disclose that fact or 2) provide a total that includes thirdparty fees based on a particular state or locality as long as that fact
and the fact that such fees may var by state or locality are disclosed.
(Section 213, 7 of Regulation M , l2 CFR 213. , as amended.
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4. " Commerce shall mean as defined in Section 4 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , 15 U, e. 44.

5. Unless otherwise specified respondent shall mean DelJ
Computer Corporation , a corporation , its suecessors and assigns and its
officcrs; and each of the above s agents , representatives , and employees.

It is ordered

any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or any other device , in connection
That respondent , directly or through

with any advertisement

to promote ,

directly or indirectly, any
consumer lease in or affecting commerce , as " advertisement" and
consumer lease " are defined in Section 213. 2 of Regulation M , 12
CFR 213. , as amended , shaJl not , in any manner , expressly or by
implication:
A. Fail to disclose clearly and conspicuously that any advertised
lease terms , including but not limited to a monthly payment amount
or downpayment , pertain to a lease offer.

B. Make any reference to any charge that is part of the total
amount due at leasc signing or delivery or that no such charge is
required , not including a statement of the periodic payment , unless
the advertisement also states with equal prominence the total amount
due at lcase signing or delivery.
e. State the amount of any payment or that any or no initial
payment is required at lease signing or delivery, if delivery occurs
aftcr consummation , without disclosing clearly and conspicuously alJ
of the terms required by Regulation M , as follows:

1. That the transaction advertised is a lease;
2. The total amount due at lease signing or delivery;
3. Whcther or not a security deposit is required;
4. The number , amounts , and timing of scheduled payments; and
5. That an extra charge may be imposed at the end of the lease
term in a leasc where the liability of the consumer is based on the
difference between the residual value of the leased property and its
realized value at the end of the lease term.
(Section l84(a) of the Consumer Leasing Act ("CLA" ), 15

e. 1667c(a), as amended , and Section213. 7 of Regulation M , 12
CFR 213:7 , as amended.
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For radio advertisements , respondent may also comply with the
requirements of this subparagraph by utilizing Section 184( c) of the
CLA , 15U.
1667c(C), andSection213. 7(f)ofRegu1ationM , 12
CFR 213. 7(f), as amended. Fortelevision advertisements , respondent

may also comply with the requirements of this subparagraph by
utilizing Section 213. 7(f) of Regulation M , as amended.
D. Fail to comply in any other respect with Regulation M ,
CFR 213 , as amended , and the CLA , 15 U. e. l667- 1667e
amended.

12

II.

It isfurther ordered That respondent Dell Computer Corporation
and its successors and assigns , shall , for five (5) years after the last
date of dissemination of any representation covered by this order

maintain and upon request make available to the Federal Trade
Commission for inspection and eopying all records that will
demonstrate compliance with the requirements of this order.

It isfurther ordered That respondent DeJl Computer Corporation
and its successors and assigns , shall deliver a copy of this order to all
current and future principals , officers , directors , managers , employees
agents , and representatives having responsibilities with respect to the

subject matter of this order , and shall secure from each such person
a signed and dated statement acknowledging receipt of the order.

Respondent shall deliver this order to such current personnel within
thirty (30) days after the date of service of this order , and to such
future personnel within thirty (30) days after the person assumes such
position or responsibilities.
IV.

It isfurther ordered That respondent Dell Computer Corporation
and its successors and assigns , shall notify the Commission at least
thirty (30) days prior to any change in the corporation that may affect
compliance obligations arising under this order , including but not
necessarily limited to a dissolution , assignment , sale , merger , or other
action that would result in the emergence of a successor corporation;
the creation or dissolution of a subsidiary, parent , or affliate that
engages in any acts or practices subject to this order; the proposed
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fiJing of a bankruptcy petition; or a change in the corporate name or
address. Provided , however , that , with respect to any proposed change
in the corporation about which respondent learns less than thirt (30)
days prior to the date such action is to take place , respondent shall
notify the Commission as soon as is practicable after obtaining such
knowledge, All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified
mail to the Associate Director , Division of Enforcement , Bureau of
Consumer Protection , Federal Trade Commission , Washington , D.

It isfurther ordered That respondent Dell Computer Corporation
and its successors and assigns , shall , within sixty (60) days after the
date of service of this order , and at such other times as the Federal
Trade Commission may require , file with the Commission a report
in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
compJied with this order.
VI.

This order will terminate on July 28 2019 , or twenty (20) years
from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal Trade
Commission files a complaint (with or without an accompanying
consent decree) in federal court aJleging any violation of the order
whichever comes later; provided , however , that the fiJing of such a
complaint wil not affect the duration of:
A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20)
years;
B, This order s appJication to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and
e. This order if such complaint is

filed after the order has

terminated pursuant to this Part.
Provided , further , that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the
order , and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on
appeal , then the order will terminate according to this Part as though

the complaint had never been filed , except that the order will not
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the
deadJine for appeaJing such dismissal or ruling and the date such

dismissal or ruJing is uphcld on appeaL
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, a manufacturer and
This consent order, among other things, requires SNIA S.
heart lung machines , to divest certain assets to Baxter Healthcare
seller of
Corporation in accordance with the divestiture agreement , or to a Commissionapproved acquirer.

Participants
Christina Perez, Michael Bamett, Ann
and
Louis Silvia.
Malester, William Baer, Jeremy Bulow
Moring,
Wm. Randolph Smith , Crowell
For the respondent:
Washington , D,
For the Commission:

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission ("Commission ), having reason
to believe that respondent SNIA S. A. (" SNIA" ), a corporation
subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission , has agreed to acquire
100% of the outstanding voting securities of COBE Cardiovascular
Inc. , as well as certain cardiopulmonary and other cardiovascular

assets and liabilities from COBE Laboratories ,

Inc. and other

subsidiaries of Gambro AB ("Gambro ), a corporation subject to the

jurisdiction of the Commission , in violation of Section 7 of the
Clayton Act , as amended , 15 U. e. 18 , and Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , as amended , 15 U.S. C. 45 , and it appearing
to the Commission that a proceeding in respect thereof would be in
the public interest , hereby issues its complaint , stating its charges as
follows:
J. THE RESPONDENT

1. Respondent SNIA is a corporation organized , existing and

doing business under and by virtue of the laws of Italy, with its
principal place of business located at Borgonuovo 14 20121 Milano
Italy.

SNIA SPA
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2. Respondent is engaged in , among other things , the research
development , manufacture and sale of heart- lung machines.
3. Respondent is , and at aJJ times relevant herein has been
engaged in commerce as " commerce " is defined in Section I of the
Clayton Act , as amended , 15 U. e. 12 , and is a corporation whose
business is in or affecting commerce as " commerce " is defined in
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended ,

15

e. 44.

II. THE ACQUIRED COMPANY

4. Gambro is a corporation organized , existing and doing business
under and by virtue of the laws of Sweden , with its principal place of
business located at Hamangatan 2 10391 Stockholm , Sweden.
5. Gambro , through COBE Cardiovascular , Inc. , COBE
Laboratories , Inc. and other subsidiaries , is engaged in , among other
things , the research , development , manufacture and sale of heart- lung
machines.
6. Gambro is , and at aJl times relevant hercin has been , engaged
in commerce as " commerce " is defined in Section 1 of the Clayton
Act , as amended , 15 U.S. e. 12 , and is a corporation whose business
is in or affecting commerce as " commerce " is defined in Section 4 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , 15 U. C. 44.
II THE ACQUISITION

7. Pursuant to a November 23 , 1998 Asset and Stock Purchase

Agreement , SNIA has agreed to acquire 100% of the outstanding
voting securities of COBE Cardiovascular , Inc. , as weJJ as certain
cardiopulmonary and other cardiovascular assets and liabilities from
COBE Laboratories , Inc. and other subsidiaries of Gambro , for
approximately $260 million ("Acquisition
IV. THE RELEVANT MARKET

8. For purposes of this complaint , thc relevant line of commerce

in which to analyze the effects of the Acquisition is the research
development , manufacture and sa1e of heart- lung machines. Heartlung machines are life-sustaining medical devices used during openheart surgery to replace the functions of the heart and lungs. Heartlung machines are the durable equipment portion of an extracorporeal
bypass system that circulates and provides oxygen to blood during
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surgery by shunting blood away from the heart , oxygenating the blood
and returning it to the body.
9. For purposes of this complaint , the United States is the relevant
geographic area in which to analyze the effects of the Acquisition in
the relevant line of commerce.
V. STRUCTURE OF THE MARKET

10. The market for the research , development , manufacture and
sale of heart- lung machines is highly coneentrated as measured by the
Herfindahl- Hirschman Index ("HHI" ). The post- acquisition HHI is
638 points , which is an increase of 1 554 points over the preacquisition HHI level. Gambro and SNIA are , respectively, the largest
and third largest suppliers of heart- lung machines in the United
States.

11. SNIA and Gambro are actual competitors in the relevant
market for the researeh , development , manufacture and sale of heartlung machines.
VI. BARRIERS TO ENTRY

12. Entry into the relevant market would not be timely, likely or

sufficient to deter or counteract the adverse competitive effects
described in paragraph thirteen because of, among other things , the

diffculties involved in designing and developing a ncw product
obtaining U. S. Food and Drug Administration approval , developing
a nationwide scrvice and sales network and establishing a track record

for product quality and reliability.
VII. EFFECTS OF THE ACQUISITON

13. The effects of the Acquisition , if consummated , may be
substantialJy to lessen competition and to tend to create a monopoly
in the relevant market in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as
amended , 15 U. C. 18 , and Section 5 of the FTC Act , as amended
15 U. e. 45 , in the folJowing ways , among others:
(a) By eliminating actual , direet and substantial competition

between SNIA and Gambro in the relevant market for the research
development , manufacture and sale of heart- lung machines;
(b) By increasing the likelihood of coordinated interaction in the
heart- lung machine market;

, ("
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(c) By increasing the likelihood that customers of heart- lung
maehines would be forced to pay higher prices; and
(d) By increasing the likelihood that innovation will be reduced
in the relevant market for the research , development , manufacture and
sale of heart- lung machines.
VIII. VIOLATIONS CHARGED
14. The Acquisition agreement described in paragraph seven

constitutes a violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act , as amended ,

15

e. 45.

15. The Acquisition described in paragraph seven , if consummated , would constitute a violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act
as amended , 15 U.

amended , 15 U.

e. 18 ,

and Section 5 of the FTC Act ,

as

e. 45.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
ofthe proposed acquisition by SNIA S. A, ("SNIA" ), through Sorin
Biomedica S.
Sorin ), of one hundred percent (100%) of the
outstanding voting securities of COBE Cardiovascular , Inc. , as well
as certain cardiopulmonary and other cardiovascular assets and
liabilities from COBE Laboratories , Inc. , and other subsidiaries of
Gambro AB ("Gambro ), and itnow appearing that SNIA , hereinafter
sometimes referred to as " respondent " having been furnished

thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint that the Bureau of
Competition presented to the Commission for its consideration and
which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondent with
violations of Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended , 15 U. C. 18
and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , 15

e. 45; and
Respondent , its attorneys , and counsel for the Commission having
thereafter executed an Agreement Containing Consent Order , an
admission by respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the
aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said
Agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an

admission by rcspondent that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , or that the facts as alleged in such complaint , other
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are true and waivers and other provisions as

required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Acts , and that a eomplaint should issue stating
its charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the

executed Agreement Containing Consent Order and placed such

Agreement on the public record for a period of sixty (60) days , now
in further conformity with the procedure described in Section 2. 34 of
its Rules , the Commission hereby issues its complaint , makes the
following jurisdictional findings and enters the following order:

1. Respondent SNIA is a corporation organized , existing, and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws ofItaly, with its office
and prineipal place of business located at Borgonuovo 14 , 20121
Milano , Italy. Sorin Biomedieal , Inc. , a wholly-owned subsidiary of
SNIA , is located at 17600 Gillette Ave. , Irvine , CA.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding
is in th e public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered That , as used in this order , the following definitions
shall apply:
A.

SNIA"

or

respondent means SNIA S.

, formerly SNIA

, its directors , officers , employees , agents , representatives

BPD S.

suecessors , and assigns; its subsidiaries , divisions , groups and

affiliates controlled by SNIA S.

, and the respective directors

officers , employees , agents , representatives , successors , and assigns
of each.

, a subsidiary of SNIA
B.
Sarin means Sorin Biomedica S.
and any other SNIA subsidiary involved in the Acquisition.
C.

COBE"

means COBE Cardiovascular ,

Inc. , a eorporation

organized , existing and doing business under the laws of Colorado

with its headquarters located at 14401 West 65

Way, Arvada

Colorado. COBE also includes other assets or businesses of Gambro
AB that are acquired in the Acquisition.
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Acquirer means either Baxter Healthcare Corporation , a
corporation organized , existing and doing business under the laws of
D.

Delaware with its headquarters located at One Baxter Parkway,
Deerfield , 11inois , or any other entity to whom respondent shall
divest the COBE Heart- Lung Machine Assets pursuant to paragraph

II. of this order.
E.
Acquisition means the acquisition by SNIA , through Sorin
of one hundred percent (J 00%) of the outstanding voting securities of
COBE Cardiovascular , Inc. , as well as certain cardiopulmonary and
other cardiovascular assets and liabilities from COBE Laboratories
Inc. and other subsidiaries of Gambro AB pursuant to the Asset &
Stock Purchase Agreement dated November 23 , 1998.
means Conforrite Europeenne Mark or any other
F.
CE Mark"
designation indicating that all pertinent European Community legal

requirements for a medical deviee have been met enabling the
manufacture and sale of the device in any member country,
G.
COBE Heart- Lung Machine means any Hear- Lung Machine
researched , developed , manufactured or sold by COBE.
H.
COEE Heart- Lung Machine Assets means all of COBE'
asscts (excluding receivables , cash , securities or other liquid assets),
business , goodwi1 and rights , as of the date this Agreement
Containing Consent Order is signed by the respondent , that will be

transferred to respondent through the Acquisition relating to the
research , development , manufacture , marketing or sale of any COBE
Heart- Lung Machine , including, but not limited to: all machinery,
fixtures , equipmcnt and other tangible property, trade names
trademarks , brand names , formulations , inventory, contractual rights
Patents , trade secrets , technology, know-how , speeifications , designs
drawings , processes , production information , manufacturing
information , testing and quality control data , research materials
technical information , marketing and distribution information

customer lists , software , information stored on management
information systems (and specifications suffcient for the Acquirer or

New Acquirer to use such information) and all data , contractual
rights , materials and information relating to FDA and other
government or regulatory approvals relating to COBE Heart- Lung
Machines. COBE Heart- Lung Machine Assets do not include
purchase orders requiring delivery of aJl COBE Heart- Lung Machines
within ninety (90) days of the date this Agreement Containing
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Consent Order is accepted for public comment and inventory req uired
to fulfilJ such purchase orders; lease , rental and cost per treatment
contracts for CO BE Heart- Lung Machines and the underlying HeartLung Machines and related assets; or insurance and tax rights.
1.
Commercial Capability to Manufacture means the practical

ability to manufacture (including by subcontracting other than to
Respondent or COBE) COBE Heart- Lung Maehines whether or not
any are actualJy sold.
J.
K,

Commission means the Federal Trade Commission.
Contract Manufacture or Contract Manufacturing means

the manufacture and supply of CO BE Heart- Lung Machines pursuant

to a Divestiture Agreement with the Acquirer or New Acquirer.
1.
Cost means the eost of manufacturing an item , as determined
by GeneralJy Accepted Accounting Principles , including the actual
cost of raw materials , direct labor , reasonably alJocated factory

overhead and reasonable , actual contraeted services. The cost of raw

materials and direct labor is the actual cost of materials and labor
consumed to manufacturc thc item.
M.
Designee means any entity that wilJ manufacture COBE

Heart- Lung Machines for the Acquirer or New Acquirer.
N.
Divestiture Agreement means the Asset Purchase Agreement
dated April 23 , 1999 between Baxter Healthcare Corporation and

Sorin Biomedica ,

S.

, the Supplemental Agreement dated April

, 1999 between Baxter Healthcare Corporation and Sorin

Biomedica , S.
, and Amendment No. 1 to Supplemental Agreement dated April 27 , 1999 betwcen Baxter Healthcare Corporation
and Sorin Biomedica , S.
, or any other agreement(s) between
respondent and the Acquirer or New Acquirer , as applicable.
0, " Divestiture Trustee means the trustee appointed pursuant to
paragraph IV. of this order.
P.
FDA"
means the United States Food and Drug Administration.
Heart- Lung Machine means any durable machine used to
Q.
shunt blood away from the heart , oxygenate the blood and return the
blood to the body, but does not include any other components of the
perfusion system , such as tubing, connectors , oxygenators , reservoirs
and filters.
R.

Interim Trustee

means the trustee appointed pursuant to

paragraph Il. of this order.
S,

Material Confidential Information

means competitively

sensitive or proprietary information not independently known to an
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entity from sources other than the entity to which the information
pertains , and inc1udes , but is not limited to , customer lists , price lists
marketing methods , Patents , technologies , processes or other trade
secrets.
T.
New Acquirer means the entity to whom the Divestiture
Trustee shal1 divest the COBE Heart- Lung Machine Assets pursuant
to paragraph IV. of this order.
U.
Patent means the patent and patent rights , patent
applications , patents of addition , re-examinations , reissues , extensions , granted supplementary ' protection certificates , substitutions
confirmations , registrations , revalidations , revisions , additions and
the like , of or to said patent and patent rights and any and al1
continuations and continuations- in- part and divisionals.
V.
Relevant Area means any country, inc1uding but not limited
to the United States , where COBE sel1s COBE Heart- Lung Machines
as of the date of the Acquisition.
W.
Regulatory Approvals means approval by the FDA , approval
to receive a CE Mark , and any other governmental or regulatory
approvals held by COBE for any COBE Heart- Lung Machine as of
the date of the Acquisition.
X.
Reimbursable Costs means the reasonable , direct , out-of-

pocket expenses incurred by respondent in providing referenced
assistance,
II.

It is further ordered ThaI:

A. Respondent shal1 divest absolutely and in good faith the
COBE Heart- Lung Machine Assets as a competitively viable , ongoing product line: (1) to Baxter Healthcare Corporation in

accordance with the Divestiture Agreement , within ten (10) business
days after the date the Commission accepts the Agreement Containing
Consent Order for public comment , or (2) at no minimum price to an
Acquirer that receives the prior approval of the Commission and only
in a manner that receives the prior approval of the Commission

within one hundred eighty (180) days of the date on which this
accepted for public
comment; provided , however , that respondent may negotiate with the
Acquirer for a non-exc1usive license to , and an agreement not to
assert against respondent , any divested intellectual propert rights
Agreement Containing Consent Order is
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related to the COBE Heart- Lung Machines currently being researched
and developed but not manufactured or sold by COBE.
B. The purpose of this order is to ensure the continued use ofthe
COBE Heart- Lung Machine Assets in the same business in which
they are engaged at the time of (he Acquisition , and to remedy the
lessening of competition resulting from the Acquisition as alleged in
the Commission s complaint.
e. Respondent shall comply with all terms of the Divestiture
Agreement with Baxter Healthcare Corporation and such agreement
is incorporated by reference into this order and made a part hereof as
Confidential Appendix L If the COBE Heart- Lung Machine Assets
are divested pursuant to paragraph II. A.(2) of this order , respondent

shall comply with all terms of the resulting Divestiture Agreement
with the Acquirer and such agreement shall be deemed incorporated
by reference into this order. Any failure by respondent to comply
with the requirements of such agreement(s) shall constitute a failure
to comply with this order.
D. Respondent s Divestiture Agrcement with the Acquirer or the
New Acquirer , as applicable , shall inc1ude the foJlowing provisions
and respondent shall commit to satisfy the following:

1. Respondent shall Contract Manufaeture and deliver to the
Acquirer or the New Acquirer in a timely manner and under
reasonable terms and conditions a supply of COBE Heart- Lung
Machines , specified in the Divestiture Agreement at Cost or such
other price specified in the Divestiture Agreement with the approval
of the Commission for a period not to exceed two (2) years from the
date ofthe Divestiture Agreement , or three (3) months after the date
the Acquirer or New Acquirer obtains all necessary Regulatory
Approvals to manufacture and sell COBE Heart- Lung Machines and
obtains the Commercial Capability to Manufaeture , whichever is
earlier; provided , however , that the two (2) year period may be

extended by the Commission in three (3) month increments for a
period not (0 exceed two (2) years. Provided further , however , three
(3) months after the Acquirer obtains all necessary Regulatory
Approvals and obtains the Commercial Capability to Manufacture

COBE Heart- Lung Machines for any Relevant Area , Respondent
shall have no further obligation to Contract Manufacture COBE
Heart- Lung Machines for sale in that Relevant Area.
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2. After respondent commences delivery of COBE Heart- Lung

Machines to the Acquirer or the New Acquirer pursuant to the
Divestiture Agreement and for the term of the

Contract Manu-

facturing arrangement referred to in paragraph II.

1. of this order

respondent shaJl produce COBE Heart- Lung Machines only for

fulfillmcnt of the purchase orders described in Definition I.H. or for
sale to the Acquirer or the New Acquirer.
3. Respondent shall make representations and warranties that the
COBE Heart- Lung Machines supplied pursuant to the Divestiture
Agreement meet all Regulatory Approval spccifications. Respondent
shall agree to indemnifY, defend and hold the Acquirer or the New
Acquirer harmless from any and all suits , claims , actions , demands
JiabiJities , expcnses or losses resulting from the failure of a COBE
Heart- Lung Machine suppJied by respondent to the Acquirer or New
Acquirer pursuant to the Divestiture Agreement to meet regulatory
specifications. This obligation shall be contingent upon the Acquirer
or the New Acquirer giving respondent prompt , adequatc notice of
such claim , cooperating fully in the defense of such claim , and

permitting respondent to assume the sole control of all phases of the
defense and/or settlement of such claim , including the selection of
counsel; provided , however , any such defense and/or settlement shall
be consistent with the obligations assumed by respondent under this
order. This obJigation shalJ not require respondent to be liable for
any negligcnt act or omission of the Acquirer or the New Acquirer or
for any representations and warranties , express or implied , made by
the Acquirer or the New Acquirer that exceed thc representations and
warranties made by respondent to the Acquirer or the New Acquirer.

4. Respondent shall make representations and warranties that
respondent wiJl hold harmless and indemnifY the Acquircr or New
Acquirer for any liabilities or loss of profits resulting from the failure
by respondent to deJivcr the COBE Heart- Lung Machines in a timely
manner as required by the Divestiture Agreement unless respondent
can demonstrate that its failure was entirely beyond the control of
respondent and in no part the rcsult of negligence or willful
misconduct on respondent's part.
5. During the time that respondent is Contract Manufacturing
COBE Heart- Lung Machines for the Acquirer or the New Acquirer
upon request by the Acquirer , Ncw Acquirer or the Interim Trustee
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respondent shall make available to the Interim Trustee all records that
relate to the manufacture of the COBE Heart- Lung Machines.
6. Upon reasonable notice and request from the Acquirer or the
Ncw Acquirer to respondent , respondent shall use all commercially
reasonable efforts to provide in a timely manner: (a) assistance and
advice to enable the Acquirer or the New Acquirer (or the Designees
of the Acquirer or New Acquirer) to obtain all necessary Regulatory
Approvals to manufacture and sell COBE Heart- Lung Machines; (b)
assistance to the Acquirer or New Acquirer (or the Designees thereof)

as is necessary to enable the Acquirer or New Acquirer (or the
Designees thereof) to manufacture COBE Heart- Lung Machines in
substantially the same manner and quality employed or achieved by
COBE at the time of the Acquisition; and (c) consultation with
know1edgeable employees of respondent and training, at the request
of and at the facility of the Acquirer s or the New Acquirer

choosing, until the Acquirer or New Acquirer (or the Designees
thereof) receive all necessary Regulatory Approvals or abandon their

efforts to obtain all necessary Regulatory Approvals and until the
Acquirer or the New Acquirer obtains the Commercial Capability to
Manufacture or abandons its efforts to obtain the Commercial
Capability to Manufacture , reasonably suffcient to satisfy the

management of the Acquirer or New Acquirer that its personnel (or
the Designees ' personnel) are adequately trained in the manufacture
of the COBE Heart- Lung Machines. Such assistance shall include
on-site inspections , at the Acquirer s or New Acquirer s request , of the
plant that is the specified source of supply of the Contract

Manufacturing. Respondent may require reimbursement from the
Acquirer or New Aequirer for all its Reimbursable Costs incurred in
providing the services required by this paragraph II.
7. The Divestiture Agreement shall require the Aequirer or the
New Acquirer to submit to the Commission within ten (l0) days of
signing the Divestiture Agreement a certification attesting to the good
faith intention of the Acquirer or the New Acquirer , including a plan
by the Acquirer or the New Acquirer , to obtain in an expeditious
manner all necessary Regulatory Approvals to manufacture and sell
the COBE Heart- Lung Machine and to obtain the Commercial
Capability to Manufacture.

8. The Divestiture Agreement shall require the Acquirer or the
New Acquirer to submit to the Commission and Interim Trustee
periodic verified written reports , setting forth in detail the efforts of
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the Acquirer or the New Acquirer to seJl COBE Heart- Lung
Machines obtained pursuant to the Divestiture Agreement and to
obtain aU Regulatory Approvals necessary to manufacture and seU

COBE Heart- Lung Machines and the efforts of the Acquirer or the
New Aequirer to obtain the Commercial Capability to Manufacture.
The Divestiture Agreement shaU require the first such report to be

submitted sixty (60) days from the date the Divestiture Agreement is

approved by the Commission and every sixty (60) days thereafter
until all necessary Regulatory Approvals are obtained by the Acquirer
or the New Acquirer to manufacture and sell COBE Heart- Lung

Machines and until the Acquirer or the New Acquirer obtains the
Commercial Capability to Manufacture. The Divestiture Agreement

shaU also require the Acquirer or the New Acquirer to report to the

Commission and the Interim Trustec within ten (10) days of its
ceasing the sale of CO BE Heart- Lung Machines obtained pursuant to
the Divestiture Agreement for any time period exceeding sixty (60)
days; abandoning its efforts to obtain aU necessary Regulatory

Approvals to manufacture and sell COBE Heart- Lung Maehines; or
abandoning efforts to

obtain the Commercial Capability to

Manufacture. The Divestiture Agreement shaU require the Acquirer
or New Acquirer to provide the Interim Trustee access to aU records
and all facilities that relate to its efforts , pursuant to the Divestiture
Agreement , to sell or manufacture COBE Heart- Lung Machines or
obtain aU necessary Regulatory Approvals.
9. The Divestiture Agreement shaU provide that the Commission
may terminate the Divestiture Agreement if the Acquirer or thc New
Acquirer: (a) voluntarily ceases for sixty (60) days or more the sale
, or otherwise fails to pursue good faith efforts to seJl , COBE HeartLung Machines prior to obtaining aU neeessary Regulatory Approvals
to manufacture and sell COBE Heart- Lung Machines or prior to
obtaining the Commercial Capability to Manufacture; (b) fails to
pursue good faith efforts to obtain aU necessary Regulatory Approvals
to manufacture and seJl COBE Heart- Lung Machines; or (c) fails to

obtain all necessary Regulatory Approvals of its own to manufacture
and sell COBE Heart- Lung Machines or to obtain the Commercial

Capability to Manufacture within two (2) years from the date of the
Divestiturc Agreement; provided , however , that the two (2) year
period may be extended by the Commission in three (3) month
increments for a period not to exceed two (2) years if it appears that
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such Regulatory Approvals are likely to be obtained or the Acquirer
or the New Acquirer is likely to obtain the Commercial Capability to
Manufacture such products within such extended time period.
10. The Divestiture Agreement shaJl provide that if it
terminated , the COBE Heart- Lung Machine Assets shall revert back
to respondent and shall be held separate , and the COBE Heart- Lung
Machine Assets shall be divested by the Divestiture Trustee to a New
Acquirer pursuant to the provisions of paragraph IV. of this order.
E. During the pendency of any Patent dispute that: (1) chaJlenges
or seeks to render invalid any of the Patents divested pursuant to this
order; and (2) could affect the manufacture or sale of COBE HeartLung Machines , Respondent shall cooperate , at its own expense , in

the defense of rights it has transferred to the Acquirer or New
Acquirer.

F. Within five (5) business days after the Acquisition or after
respondent signs the Divestiture Agreement , whichever is later
respondent shall provide the Acquirer or New Acquirer with a
complete list of all employees who are engaged in research
development , manufacture , marketing, or sales of any COBE HeartLung Machine on the date ofthe Acquisition. The list shall state each
such individual' s name , position , address , business telephone number
or if no business telephone number exists , a home telephone number
if available and with the consent of the employee , and a description
of the duties and work performed by the individual in connection with
the COBE Heart- Lung Machine Assets. Respondent shall provide the
Acquirer or New Acquirer the opportunity to enter into employment

contracts with such individuals provided that such contracts are
contingent upon the Commission
Agreement.

s approval of the

Divestiture

G. Within five (5) business days after the Acquisition or after
respondent signs the Divestiture Agreement , whichever is later , and
subject to the consent ofthe employees , respondent shall provide the

Acquirer or New Acquirer with an opportunity to inspect the
personnel files and other documentation relating to the individuals
identified in paragraph II. F. of this order to the extent possible under
applicable laws. For the term of the Contract Manufacturing

arrangement and two (2) months thereafter , respondent shall provide
the Acquirer or New Acquirer with a further opportunity to interview
such individuals and negotiate employment contracts with them.
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H. Respondent shaJl provide al1 employees identified in paragraph
lI. F, of this order with reasonable financial inccntives to continuc in

their employment positions in order that such employees may be in
a position to accept employment with thc Acquirer or New Acquirer.
Sueh incentives shal1 include , but not be limited to , continuation of
al1 employee benefits offered by respondent ,

and vesting of al1

pension benefits (as permitted by law) for eaeh such employee who
accepts an offer of employment from the Acquirer or New Acquirer
within one hundred eighty (180) days after the Agreement Containing
Consent Order is accepted for public comment by the Commission.

1. Respondent shal1 not enforce any confidentiality or noncompete restrictions relating to the COBE Heart- Lung Machine
Assets that apply to any employce identified in paragraph lI. P. who
accepts employment with the Acquirer or New Acquirer , but

respondent may enforce al1 other rights thereunder relating to any

other products or services.
J. For a period of one (1) year

commencing on the date of the

individual' s employment by the Acquirer or New Acquirer

respondent shal1 not solicit for employment any of the individuals
identified in paragraph lI. F. of this order who accept employment
with the Acquircr or New Acquirer , unless such individual has been
separatcd from employment by the Acquirer or New Acquirer against
that individual' s wishes.

K. Prior to divestiture and during the term of the Contract
Manufacturing arrangement , respondent shal1 not transfer , without the

consent of the Acquirer or New Acquirer ,

any of the individuals

identified in paragraph II.F. of this order to any other position.

L. While the obligations imposed by this order are in effect
respondent:
1. Shal1 take such actions as are necessary to: (a) maintain al1

necessary Regulatory Approvals to manufaeturc and sel1 COBE
Heart- Lung Machines; (b) maintain the viability and marketability of
the COBE Heart- Lung Machine Assets consistent with gencral
practices in the medical devices industry, as wel1 as al1 tangible
assets , including respondent' s facilities , used to manufacture and sel1

COBE Heart- Lung Machines; and (c) prevent the destruction
removal , wasting, deterioration or impairment of the COBE HeartLung Machine Assets and the plant that is the specified source of
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supply of the Contract Manufacturing, except for ordinary wear and
tear; and
2. Shall not receive or have access to any Material Confidential

Information about the COBE Heart- Lung

Machines , except as

required by law , and except to the extent that necessary information

is cxchanged in the course of evaluating the Acquisition , defending
investigations or litigation , obtaining legal advice , negotiating
agreements to divest assets , or complying with this order.
111.

It is further ordered That:

A. At any time after respondent signs the Agreement Containing
Consent Order in this matter , the Commission may appoint an Interim
Trustee to ensure that respondent and the Acquirer or New Acquirer
expeditiously perform their respective responsibilities as required by this
order and the Divestiture Agrcement approved by the Commission.

B. If an Interim Trustee is appointed pursuant to paragraph 1I1.A.
of this order ,

respondent shall consent to the following terms and

conditions regarding the powers , duties , authorities , and responsibilities
of the Interim Trustee:

1. The Commission shall select the Interim Trustee , subject to thc
consent of respondent , which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld. If respondent has not opposed ,

in writing, including the
reasons for opposing, the selection of any proposed trustee within ten
(l0) days after notice by the staff ofthe Commission to respondent of
the identity of any proposed trustee , respondent shall be deemed to
have consented to the selection of the proposed trustee.

2. The Interim Trustee shall have the power and authority to
monitor respondent s compliance with the terms of this order and with
the terms of the Divestiture Agreement , and shall exercise such power
and authority in a manner consistent with the purposes of this order
and in consu1tation with the Commission.
3. Within ten (10) days after appointment of the Interim Trustee
respondent shall exeeute a trust agreement that , subject to the prior
approval of the Commission , confers on the Interim Trustee all the
rights and powers necessary to permit the Interim Trustee to monitor
respondent s compliance with the terms of this order and with the
Divestiture Agreement , and to monitor the compliance of the
Acquirer or New Acquirer under the Divestiture Agreement.
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4. The Interim Trustee shall serve until such time as the Acquirer
or the New Acquirer has received all necessary Regulatory Approvals
to manufacture and sell COBE Heart- Lung Machines and has
obtained the Commercial Capability to Manufacture.

5. The Interim Trustee shall have full and complete access to
respondent' s personnel , books , records , documents , facilities and
technical information relating to the researeh , development
manufacture , importation , distribution and sale of CO BE Heart- Lung
Machines , or to any otherrelevant information , as the Interim Trustee
may reasonably request , inc1uding, but not limited to , all documents
and records kept in the normal course of business that relate to the
manufacture of COBE Heart- Lung Machines and aJl materials and

information relating to Regulatory Approvals. Respondent shaJl
cooperate with any reasonable request of the Interim

Trustee.

Respondent shall take no action to interfere with or impede the
Interim Trustee s ability to monitor respondent' s compliance with this
order and the Divestiture Agreement.
6. The Interim Trustee shall serve , without bond or other security,
at the expense of respondent , on such reasonable and customary terms
and conditions as the Commission may set. The Commission may,
among other things, require the Interim Trustee to sign an appropriate

confidentiality agrecment relating to Commission materials and
information rcceived in connection with the performance of the
Interim Trustee s duties. The Interim Trustee shall have authority to
employ, at the expcnse of respondent , such consultants , accountants
attorneys and other representatives and assistants as are reasonably
necessary to carry out the Interim Trustee s duties and responsibilities.
The Interim Trustee shall account for all expenses incurred , inc1uding
fees for his or her services , subject to the approval of the

Commission.
7. Respondent shall indemnifY the Interim Trustee and hold the

Interim Trustee harmless against any losses , c1aims ,
liabilities or expenses arising out of, or in connection

damages
with , the

performance of the Interim Trustee s duties , inc1uding all reasonable
fecs of counsel and other expenses incurred in connection with the
preparations for , or defense of, any c1aim whether or not resulting in
any liability, exceptto the extent that sueh liabilities , losses , damages
claims , or expenscs result from misfeasance , gross negligence , wiJlful
or wanton acts , or bad faith by the Interim Trustee.
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8. If the Commission determines that the Interim Trustee has
ceased to act or failed to act diligently, the Commission may appoint

a substitute Interim Trustee in the same manner as provided in
paragraph IILB. 1. of this order.

9. The Commission may on its own initiative or at the request of
the Interim Trustee issue such additional orders or directions as may
be necessary or appropriate to assure compliance with the requirements ofthis order and the Divestiture Agreement

10. The Interim Trustee shall obtain and evaluate reports
submitted to it by the Acquirer or the New Acquirer with respect to
the performance of respondent s obligations under the Divestiture
Agreement and with respect to the efforts of the Acquirer or the New
Acquirerto obtain all necessary Regulatory Approvals to manufacture
and sell COBE Heart- Lung Machines and to obtain the Commercial
Capability to Manufacture. The Interim Trustee shall report to the
Commission in writing eoncerning compliance by respondent and the
Acquirer or New Acquirer with the provisions of this order and the
Divestiture Agreement within ten (10) days from the date the
Divestiture Agreement or trust agreement is approved , whichever is
later , and every sixty (60) days thereafter until the Acquirer or New
Acquirer obtains , or abandons efforts to obtain , all necessary
Regulatory Approvals to manufacture and sell COBE Heart- Lung
Machines in the United States and to obtain the Commercial
Capability to Manufacture or until such time as the Interim Trustee
term ends pursuant to paragraph Il. BA. of this order.

C. If the Commission terminates the Divestiture Agreement
pursuant to paragraph ILD. 9. of this order , the Commission may
direct the Divestiture Trustee to seek a New Acquirer , as provided for

in paragraph IV, of this order.
IV.

It is further ordered That:

A. If respondent fails to divest absolutely and in good faith , and
with the Commission s prior approval , the COBE Heart- Lung
Machine Assets and to comply with the requirements of paragraph II.

of this order , or if the Acquirer abandons its efforts or fails to obtain
aJl necessary Regulatory Approvals or obtain the Commercial
Capability to Manufacture in the manner set out in paragraph II.
and if the executed Divestiture Agreement between respondent and

SNIA S.
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the Acquirer has been terminated by the Commission pursuant to
paragraph II.

, then the Commission may appoint a Divestiture
Trustee to divest the COBE Heart- Lung Machine Assets and execute
a new Divestiture Agreement that satisfies the requirements of

paragraph II. of this order. If the COBE Heart- Lung Machine Assets
, respondent shall

are divested pursuant to this paragraph IV.

comply with all terms ofthe resulting Divestiture Agreement with the

New Acquirer and such agreement shaJl be deemed incorporated by
reference into this order. Any failure by respondent to comply with
the requirements of such agreement(s) shall constitute a failure to
comply with this order. The Divestiture Trustee may be the same
person as the Interim Trustee and will have the authority and

responsibility to divest the COBE Heart- Lung Machine Assets
absolutely and in good faith , and with the Commission s prior
approval. Neither the decision of the Commission to appoint the
Divestiture Trustee , nor the decision of the Commission not to
appoint the Divestiture Trustee , to divest any of the assets under this
paragraph IV. A. shall preclude the Commission or the Attorney
General from seeking civil penalties or any other relief available to it

including a court-appointed trustee , pursuant to Section
5(1)
of the
Federal Trade Commission Act , or any other statute enforced by the
Commission , for any failure by the respondent to comply with this
order.
B. If a Divestiturc Trustee is appointed by the Commission or a
court pursuant to paragraph IV. A. of this order to divest the COBE
Heart- Lung Machine Assets to a New Acquirer , respondent shall
consent to the following terms and conditions regarding the

Divestiture Trustee s powers , duties , authority, and responsibilities:

I. The Commission shall select the Divestiture Trustee , subject
to the consent of respondent , which consent shall not be unreasonably

withheld. If respondent has not opposed , in writing, including the
reasons for opposing, the selection of any proposed Divestiture

Trustee within ten (J 0) days after notice by the staff of the
Commission to respondent of the identity of any proposed Divestiture
Trustee , respondent shall be deemed to have consented to the
selection of the proposed Divestiture Trustee.
2. Subject to the prior approval of the Commission , the

Divestiture Trustee shall have the exclusive power and authority to
divest the COBE Heart- Lung Machine Assets to a New Acquirer
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pursuant to the terms of this order and to negotiate the terms of the
Divestiture Agreement with the New Acquirer pursuant to the tenns
of this order , which Divcstiture Agreement shall be subjeet to the
prior approval of the Commission.
3. Within ten (10) days after appointment of the Divestiturc
Trustee , respondent shall cxecute a trust agrecment (or amend the
existing trust agreement) that , subject to the prior approval of the
Commission and , in thc case of a court-appointed trustee , of the
court , transfers to the Divestiture Trustee all rights and powers
necessary to permit the Divestiture Trustee to divest the COBE HeartLung Machinc Assets to a New Acquirer and to negotiate a
Divestiture Agreement with the New Acquirer.
4. The Divestiture Trustee shall have twelve (12) months from the
date the Commission approves the trust agreemcnt described in
paragraph IV. 3. of this order to divest the COBE Heart- Lung

Machine Assets and to entcr into a Divestiture Agreement with the
New Acquirer that satisfies the requirements of paragraph II. of this
order. If, however , at the end of the applicable twelve (12) month
period , the Divestiture Trustec has submitted to the Commission a
plan of divestiture or believes that divestiture can be achieved within
a reasonable time , such divestiture period may be extended by the
Commission , or , in the casc of a court-appointed trustee , by the court;
provided , however , the Commission may extend such divestiture
period only two (2) times.
5. The Divestiture Trustee shall have full and complete access to
the personncl , books , records and facilities of respondent related to
thc manufacture , distribution , or sale of the COBE Hcart- Lung
Machine Assets or to any other relevant information , as thc

Divestiture Trustee may request. Respondent shall develop such
financial or other information as the Divestiturc Trustee may request
and shall cooperate with the Divestiture Trustee. Respondent shall
take no action to interfere with or impede the Divestiture Trustee
accomplishment of his or her responsibilities.
6. The Divestiture Trustee shall use reasonable efforts to negotiate
the most favorablc price and terms available in eaeh Divestiture
Agrecment or other contract that is submitted to the Commission
subject to rcspondent s absolute and unconditional obligation to divest
at no minimum pricc and the Divestiture Trustee s obligation to
expeditiously accomplish the remedial purpose of the order; to assure
that respondcnt enters into a Divestiture Agreement that complies
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with the provisions of paragraph II. ; to assure that respondent
complies with the remaining provisions of paragraph IV. of this
order; and to assure that the New Aequirer obtains an necessary
Regulatory Approvals to manufacture and seJl CO BE Heart- Lung
Machines and obtains the Commercial Capability to Manufacture

such products. The divestiture shaJl be made to , and the Divestiture
Agreement executed with , the New Acquirer in the manner set forth
in paragraph II. of this order; provided , however , if the Divestiture
Trustee receives bona fide offers from more than one (1) acquiring
entity, and if the Commission determines to approve more than one
(1) such acquiring entity, the Divestiture Trustee shaJl divest to the
acquiring entity selected by respondent from among those approved
by the Commission.
7. The Divestiture Trustee shan serve ,

security, at the expense of respondent ,

without bond or other

on such reasonable and

customary terms and conditions as the Commission or a court may
set. The Divestiture Trustee shan have the authority to employ, at the
expense of respondcnt , such consultants , accountants , attorneys

investment bankers , business brokers , appraisers , and other
representatives and assistants as are necessary to carr out the

s duties and responsibilities. The Divestiture
Trustee shan account for an monies derived from the divestiture and
an expenses incurred. After approval by the Commission and , in the
case of a court-appointed trustee , by the court , of the account of the
trustee , including fees for his or her services , an remaining monies
shan be paid at the direction of respondent. The Divestiture Trustee
compensation shan be based at least in significant part on a
Divestiture Trustee

commission arrangement contingent on the Divestiture Trustee
locating a New Acquirer and assuring compliance with this order.
8. Respondent shan indemnify the Divestiture Trustee and hold
the Divestiture Trustee harmless against any losses , claims , damages
liabilities , or expenses arising out of, or in connection with , the

performance of the Divestiturc Trustee s

duties , including an

reasonable fees of counsel and other expenses incurred in connection
with the preparation for , or defense of, any claim , whether or not

resulting in any liability, except to the extent that such liabilities
losses , damages , claims , or expenses result from misfeasance , gross
negligence , wilful or wanton acts , or bad faith by the Divestiture
Trustee.
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9, If the Commission determines that the Divestiture Trustee has
ceased to act or failed to act diligently, the Commission may appoint

a substitute trustee in the same manner as provided in paragraph
IV. A. of this order.

10. The Commission or , in the case of a eourt-appointed trustee
the court , may on its own initiative or at the request of the Divestiture
Trustee issue such additional orders or directions as may be necessary
or appropriate to comply with the terms of this order.
11. The Divestiture Trustee shaJl have no obligation or authority
to operate or maintain the COBE Heart- Lung Machine Assets.
12. The Divestiture Trustee shaU report in writing to respondent

and the Commission every two (2) months from the date the
Divestiture Trustee is appointed eoncerning his or her efforts to divest
the relevant assets ,

respondent' s compliance with the terms of this

order , and the New Acquirer s efforts to obtain aU necessary
Regulatory Approvals to manufaeture and seU COBE Heart- Lung
Machines and to obtain the Commercial Capability to Manufacture
sueh products.

further ordered That within thirt (30) days of the date this
order becomes final and every ninety (90) days thereafter until
respondent has fully complied with the provisions of this order
It

is

respondent shaU submit to the Commission a verified written report

setting forth in detail the maner and form in which it intends to
comply, is complying, and has complied with this order. Respondent

shaU include in its compliance reports , among other things that are
required from time to time , a fuU description of the efforts being
made to comply with this order , including a description of all
substantive contacts or negotiations for accomplishing the divestiture
and entering into the Divestiture Agreement required by this order

including the identity of aU parties contacted. Respondent

shaU

include in its compliance reports copies of aJl written communieations to and from such parties , aJl internal memoranda , and aU reports
and recommendations concerning the Divestiture Agreement required
by paragraph II. of this order.
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VI.

It is further ordered That , for the purpose of determining or
securing compliance with this order , and subject to any legally
recognized privilege , upon written request and on reasonable notice
to respondent , respondent shall permit any duly authorized
representatives of the Commission:
A. Access ,

during office hours and in the presence of counsel , to

any facilities and access to inspect and copy all books ,
accounts ,

ledgers

correspondence , memoranda and other records and

documents in the possession or under the control of respondent
relating to any matters contained in this order; and
B. Upon five (5) days ' notice to respondent , and without restraint
or interference from respondent , to interview officers or employees
of respondent , who may have counsel present , regarding such matters.

VII.

It isfurther ordered That respondent shall notify the Commission

at least thirty (30) days prior to any change in respondent such as
dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a
successor , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other
ehange that may affect compliance obligations arising out of the
order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

APPLE COMPUTER , INe.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGAR TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- 3890.

Complaint,

July

1999- Decisioll ,

July

, 1999

This consent order , among other things , prohibits Apple Computer , Inc. , a
California- based manufacturer and distributor of personaJ computers and other

personal computer hardware and software products , from misrepresenting the terms
of any technical support service offered in conjunction with the sale of such

products. The consent order requires the respondent to provide access to technical
support personnel at no charge to consumers who have been promised such support.
The consent order also provides a refund to each slIch consumer who has paid to the

respondent a fee for technical support services.

Participants
For the Commission:

Matthew Gold, Linda Badger

and

Jeffrey

Klurfeld.
For the respondent:
e. and

Mike Rubin

Barry Cutler, Baker
Hostetler Washington
and
Larry Lowe in- house counsel , Cupertino

CA.
COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
Apple Computer, Inc. , a corporation ("Apple " or " respondent ), has
violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and it
appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof
would be in the public interest , alleges:

1. Respondent Apple is a California corporation with its principal
office or place of business at One Infinite Loop, Cupertino , California.
2. Respondent has manufactured , advertised , labeled , offered for
sale , sold , and distributed personal computers , plinters , scanners and
other computer products to the public. From approximately September
1992 , until approximately April 1 , 1996 , Apple promised United
States purchasers of these products that live , toll- free technical support
would be available at no charge for as long as the purchaser owned the
product.
3. The acts and practices of respondent aJleged in this complaint
have been in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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4. Respondent has disseminated or has caused to be disseminated
advertisements for Macintosh personal computers , Apple printers and

. Apple scanners , incJuding but not necessarily limited to the attached
Exhibits A through D. These advertisements contain the folJowing
statements and depictions:

A. " We build all our products to be easy to use , but if you ever need help, rest
assured. Apple technicians are here with service and support , on our toll fTee
service hotline , I 800 SOS- APPL."

(Exhibit A (direct mail advertisement))
B. " A PARENT'S GUIDE TO COMPUTERS
SERVICE AND SUPPORT
YOU'LL FIND EVERYTHING you want in a Perfonna: just the right hardware
configuratjon , easy setup, and bundled software to make you productive right away.
You also get toJI- free technical support over the phone for as long as you own your
Perfonna.
No
matter what your problem , a customer support representative will
talk you through each step in the solution.

(Exhibit B (Special advertising section insert: " A Parent's Guide to
Computers.
e. " Apple Resource Guide
re Here When You Need Us
Most important , Apple Assurance is part of every product Apple makes. Through
Apple Assurance you have toll- free telephone access to Apple when you have
questions about setting up and using your Apple product , and in case you require
hardware repairs.
Every Apple product includes Apple Assurance. Apple Assurance includes ' up and

running ' support for as long as you own your Apple product. Trained staffmembers
are ready to help you with the following topics:
Installation and setup
Compatibility with third- party hardware and software products
Referralsfor support of third- part products
Hardware and softare troubleshooting
Dispatch of a service representative to your home should your system need to
be repaired
User Assistance is open fi' om Monday through Friday 6:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.
Saturday 8:00 A. M. to 6:00 P. , and Sunday 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P. M. Pacific
time,

(Exhibit C (Product insert: " Apple Resource Guide
D. "
ll help keep you up and running. . .
For as long as you own your Apple product.
Thank you for purchasing this Apple product. With your purchase you receive '
and running ' support from Apple as long as you own your Apple product. Specially

trained staff members are ready to assist you in installation and set up,
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compatibility, hardware and somvare troubleshooting, and product referrals...
can provide you with:
Toll- Free User Assistance
We give you direct access to onr specially trained stam They can assist you with
information on:

Installation
Compatibility
Configuration
Basic product use

User Assistance is available Monday through Friday excluding holidays. Hours in
the United States are 6 a. m. to 6 p. m. Pacific time.

Call User Assistance at:
800- S0S- APPL (1- 800-767- 2775)"

(Exhibit D (In- Box Registration Card))
5. Through the means described in paragraph four , respondent has
represented , expressly or by implication , that a consumer purchasing
an Apple product would have toll- free telephone access to Apple
technical support personnel , at no charge , for as long as the consumer
owned the product.

6. In truth and in fact , consumers purchasing Apple pro duets
between approximately September 1

1992 , and April 1 1996 , did not

have toll- free telephone access to Apple technical support personnel
at no charge , for as long as they owned the product. In October
1997 , Apple began charging these consumers a fee for access to
Apple technical support personncl. Therefore , the representation set
forth in paragraph five was , and is , false or mislcading.
7. The acts and practices of respondent as alleged in this
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) ofthe Fcderal Trade
Commission Aet.
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EXHIBIT A

Printers

Complete your system with one of our

versatie , affordable printers.
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EXHIBIT B

S GUIDE
A PARNT'
TO COMPUTERS
EI"RITHIXG A :'\Er CO. \IPLTER SHOPPER :\EEDS TO 1\'\0\\'

. What you can do with a computer

. How to choose a computer
. The exciting new world of multimedia

. Useful computer terms
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EXHIBIT B
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EXHIBIT B
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in thc caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection

proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondent with
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent , its attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a conscnt order
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said

agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , or that the faets as alleged in such complaint , other
than jurisdictional facts , are true , and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
violated the said Act , and that a complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
conscnt agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , and having duly considercd the

comments filed thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section
34 of its Rules , and having modified Appendix A to the order in
several respects , now in further conformity with the procedure
prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission hereby issues
its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters
the following order:
1. Respondent Apple Computer , Inc. , is a California corporation
with its principal office or place of business at One Infinite Loop,
Cupertino , California,
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this procceding and of the respondent , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
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ORDER
DEFINITIONS

For the purposes of this order , the following definitions shall
apply:
1. Unless otherwise specified respondent shall mean Apple
Computer , Inc. , a corporation , its successors and assigns , and its
offic , agents , representatives and employees.
2. " Covered product shall mean a product listed in Appendix A
that was purchased in the United States.
3. " Eligible person shall mean the original owner (or original
user) of a covered produet , or any member of the immediate family
of such person.
4. " Commerce shall mean as defined in Section 4 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , 15 U. e. 44.

It is ordered

That respondent , directly or through any

corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale
sale , or distribution of any product , in or affecting commerce , shall
not misrepresent , in any manner , expressly or by implication , the
terms of any technical support service offered in conjunction with the
sale of such product.
II.

It is further ordered That respondent , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , shall provide access
to technical support personnel , at no eharge , to each eligible person
who provides the valid serial number of a covered product for as long
as such person owns the covered product. Such access shall be

available within the United States through a toll- free

telephone

number.

It is further ordered

That respondent ,

directly or through any

corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , shall in accordanee
with this Part , provide a refund to each eligible person who has paid
to respondent a fee for technical support services for a covered
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product , and notifY each such person that future technical support for
the covered pro duet wiU be available at no charge.

A. Within five (5) days from the date of service of this order
respondent shaU compile a list containing (1) the name and last
known address of each eligible person who has paid to respondent a
fee for technical support services for a covered product; and (2) the
total amount each such person has paid. In addition , respondent shaU
retain a National Change of Address System ("NCOA" ) licensee to
update this list by processing the list through the NCOA database.
B. Within twenty (20) days of the date of service of this order
respondent shaU send via first- class mail , postage prepaid , a Notice
of Refund in the form set forth in Appendix B to each eligible person
whose name appears on the list required by Part III.A of this order.
Respondent shaU credit the eligible person s credit card account for
the amount reflected on the list required by Part III.A of this order
and include notification of this action in the Notice of Refund.
Alternatively, respondent shaU include with thc J\otice of Refund a
refund check for the amount reflected on the list required by Part III. A

of this order.
C. No information other than that contained in Appcndix B shaU
be included in or added to the Notice of Refund , nor shaU any other
material be transmitted therewith , except for (1) a refund chcck , if
appropriate; and (2) a copy of Appendix A , at respondent' s discretion.
The envelope containing the Notice of Refund shaJl be in the form set

forth in Appendix e. For each mailing returned by the U. S. Postal
Service as undeliverable for which respondent thereafter obtains a
corrected address , respondent shaU , within fifteen (15) business days
after receiving the corrected address , send a Notice of Refund and , if
required by Part m. B of this order , a refund check , to the corrected
address.
D. For a pcriod of one hundred twenty (120) days from the date

of service of this order , respondent shaU send a Notice of Refund and

ifrequired by Part m. B of this order , a refund chcck , to each eligible

person who: (1) paid a fee for technical support services for a
covered product; (2) was not reimbursed pursuant to Part III.B; and

(3) contacts respondent or the Commission in any manner. Each
mailing shaU be made within fifteen (15) days after respondent
receives such person s name and address.
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E. For a period of one hundred twenty (120) days from the date

of service of this order , respondcnt shaU provide , and adequately staff
during ordinary business hours , a taU- free

telephone number to
answer questions and provide information relating to this refund

program.

F. Within one hundred fift (150) days of the date of service of
this order , respondent shall fumish to Commission staff the
following:

1. A computer print-out copy of the list required by Part !II.A of
this order , as well as the list in computer readable form (as set forth
in Appendix D);
2. In computer readable form (as set forth in Appendix D) and in

computer print-out form , a list of the names and addresses of each
eligiblc person who was sent a Notice of Refund pursuant to Part
!II.B of this order , and for each name included on the list , either (a)
the amount , check number and mailing date of the refund check; or
(b) the amount credited to the crcdit card account and the mailing date
of the Notice of Refund;
3. In computer readable form (as set forth in Appendix D) and in
computer print-out form , a list of the names and addresses of aU
consumers who contacted respondent or were referred to respondent

by the Commission in accordance with Part m. D of this order;
4. Copies of aU correspondence and other communications to
from , or concerning all consumers who rcquested a refund but were
refused , and the reason( s) for denying the refund;
5. AU copies of the Notice of Refund returned to respondent as
undeliverable; and
6. All other documents and rccords evidcncing efforts made and
actions taken by respondcnt to idcntify, loeatc , contact and provide
refunds to consumcrs rcquesting a refund.
IV.

It is further ordered

That respondent , and its successors and

assigns shall , for fivc (5) ycars aftcr thc last date of dissemination of

any rcprescntation covercd by this ordcr , maintain and upon requcst
make availablc to the Federal Tradc Commission for inspection and
copymg:
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A. AU advertisements and promotional materials containing the
representation;

B. AU materials that were relied upon in disseminating the
representation; and
C. AU tests , reports , studies , surveys , demonstrations , or other
evidence in their possession or control that contradict , qualifY, or caU
into question the representation , or the basis relied upon for the
representation , including complaints and other communications with
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection organizations.

and its successors and
assigns , shaU deliver a copy of this order to aU current and future
principals and directors; to aU current and future offcers and
It is further ordered,

That respondent ,

managers with responsibilities or duties affecting compliance with the
terms of this order; and to aU current and future employees , agents
and representatives having responsibilities with respect to the subject
matter of this order. Respondent shaU deliver this order to current
personnel within thirt (30) days after the date of service ofthis order
and , for a pcriod of five (5) years from the date of issuance of this
order , to future personnel within thirty (30) days after the person
assumes such position or responsibilities.
VI.

It is further ordered

That respondent ,

and its successors and

assigns , shaU notifY the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to
any change in the corporation that may affcct compliance obligations
arising under this order , including but not limited to a dissolution
assignment , sale , merger , or other action that would result in the
cmergence of a successor corporation; the creation or dissolution of
a subsidiary, parent or affliate that engages in any acts or practices
subject to this order; the proposed filing of a bankruptcy petition; or
a change in the corporate name or address. Provided , however , that
with respect to any proposed change in the corporation about which

respondent learns less than thirty (30) days prior to the date such
action is to take place , respondent shaJl notifY the Commission as
soon as is practicable after obtaining such knowledge. AU notices

required by this Part shaU be sent by certified mail to the Associate
Director , Division of Enforcement , Bureau of Consumer Protection
Federal Trade Commission , Washington , D.
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VII.
It

is

further ordered That respondent , and its successors and

assigns , shall , within sixty (60) days after the date of service of this
order , and at such other times as the Federal Trade Commission may
require , file with the Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in
detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this order.

VII.
This order will terminate on July 29 2019 , or twenty (20) years
from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal Trade

Commission files a complaint (with or without an accompanying
consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the order
whichever comes later; provided , however , that the filing of such a
complaint wil not affect the duration of:
A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20)
years;
B. This order s application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and
e. This order if such eomplaint is

filed after the order has

terminated pursuant to this Part.
Provided further , that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court
rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the order
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal

then the order will terminate according to this Part as though the
complaint had never been filed , except that the order wiJl not
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the

deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal.
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Pow.rMac
PowCTMac

PowerMac

Pow.rM..
NOTE:

'30

PowerMac
PowcrMac
Pow.rMac
Pow Ma"
PowerBook

7500
8100

Pow.rBcok

150
160
165
180
190

PowerBook
466

550
560

Pow.rBcok
PowcrBook
PowerBook
PowerBookDuo
PowerBookDuo
PowerBookDuo
PowerBookDuo
PowerBookDuo

"'00
9500

PowerBok
PowerBook
PowerBookDuo
PowcrBook

2300
5300

631

Me..gepa

640
5200
5215
5300
6110
6112
6115
6LI6
6111
6118
6200
6205
6214
6216
6218
6220

Me..gepad

epa

120

Mai:intoshColorClasic
MacintoshlJvx
MacintoshLC
520
MacwI05.LC
MacwwshLC
Ma.WloshLC

Macwto5.lC

580
630

MaciotoshTY

CentrQuad
CcotrQudn

CeotrQu

605
610
630
650
660
800

950

62.30

M&iotoshLCm

6290
6300
5200
5300
6100
6200
7100
7200

Macioto lC Il +

ImB.eWri

rll

LasWritcSeIC'
LarWritcSelec
LaWriteSclC'
LaerWri rPro

LaserWrirer
LaserWriter
Color LascrWriler

StyleWriLer

StyleWriter
StylcWritu

StIcWri

161600
121600

1200
1500

2200
2400
2500

StyleWriJI
PortleStylcWrita
Apple OneS.aner
Apple Color OneScaner

600/2

Duo Dok
Duo Dok II
Duo Dok Plus
Duo MiniDk

AppleColor Hig.- Res RGB
AppleVi5;oo
AppleVi5ioo
Apple AudioVi5ion 14

17!0
1710AV

AppleBlIicColor
Apple CAlor PIU' Di5play
Apple High- Re. Mono
Apple Multiple Sca
Apple Multiple Scan
Apple Multip!eSca
Apple Multiple Scan
AppJeMuJlipleScan

1705

Macu.tosbI2- iochMooo
Macintosh J2- inchRGB
Maciotoshl6-inchCo!or

300
310
360
630
810

MaciotQshColocl4Dispiay
MaciotQs. Portl Disp!ay
Macwwsh Two-Pag. Mooo

PerformaDi5play
Performa Plus Dislay

100
QuickTaie Camer
150
QuickTake Camera
QuiclrTake Camera for Windows 150

TbefolJowiogsuffxcsJIayappcar.ueraproducloame. Tog.tberwiththesufflbeproducl
should be consider INCLUDED in this list.

SufflXcs:
Examples:

4/600

Maciotosh 21- ioch Color

mWU)

LarWrilcrl"
LarWrilerPro

NTR
300

AppleCnlorOneScaner
100
110

MaciDtosbLC

II,

Personal LasrWrit.r

StylcWriter

580
600
630

636

PersnallaserWriter
ooalLasrWriter
PeThnalLaerWriter

AppleCoIorPrler
250
270
280
520

Messagepad

La5crWnlor
LaserWriler
PeroonaJLaserWriter

AV; B;CD;c;ce;r:;PS

Quia 840AV; PowerMacintosh 81oollooAV; PowerBoo 145B; perorma 600D;

PowerBoIr 165c; PowerBoIr 5300ce; PowerBoolr 19Qcs; LaWriter 4/600 PS
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APPENDIX B

APPENDIX 8

NOTICE OF REFUN
Dear (NAME);
Our records show that you (or a member ofyoUT imediate famly) are the original
owner of an Apple product listed on the revers side of ths letter and thaI you have made
payments to Apple since October 1997 for techncal support service on the product. Although
Apple has not aditted any wrngdoing, Apple has agred to settle a dispute with the Fedra

Trae Commssion by providing ful refuds or credits to cutomers who ar origin

OVref (or

members of their imediate families) of products on the list and who paid for techncal support.
Accordingly, we ar plead (to enclose II refud cbeckJ (to send th noce th we have
credited your chage card) to reimbur you for the payments you made for technca support.

Apple also ha

support including a toliag to provide free livefortechnical
any product on the list so long as the

free telephone

number for us \.th the United States,

(or a membe of tht persn s

origin owner

imediate famly) continues to own the product. Simply call our
technca support number and provide the nae , mode! and serial number of your product for

verification, and you will have acess to an Apple techncian at no charge.
If you have any questions , pleae caJI1- 800-xx-xx.
Sincerely,

(Apple Technca Servicel
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Apple Computer , Inc.
(address!

FORWARING AND RETURN POSTAGE GUARTEED

(Address or address widow)

ATTENTION: NOTICE OF REFUND ENCLOSED FOR
USERS OF APPLE TECHNICAL SUPPORT
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APPENDIX D

SUBMISSION OF MAGNETICALLY- RECORDED INORMTION

Magnetic media shall be submitted in the following forms and formats:

(A) Magetic storage media. The FTC will accept: (1) 9.trk computer tapes reorded in
ASCII or EBCDIC fonnal at either 1600 or 6250 BPI; (2) 5.2S. inch microcomputer floppy
diskettes reorded in high or low densities; (3) 3.5- incb microcomputer floppy diskett
recorded in high or low densities; (4) CD-readble disks fonnatted to ISO 9660

speifications; (5) QJC- 80 magetic tapes formattd to TravaniJI , 2120 Xiat XL, or 2120

Xiat speification, uncornpn:ssedj (6) S.2S- inch ISO- stda retale

optica disks with
formatted 10 1. 2 gigabytes; or (7) Iomega ZIP disk. Th FTC will accept 4mr
, cardge , and DATlbeJica scan tape by
& 8mm DAT and other cassette
pre- authorization only. In all events , files provided on 4mm OAT cassettes mus not be
compressed or otherwse altered by proprieta backup progrs. Files provided on 8mm
512 setors ,

, mi-adge

OAT cassettes mus not be compressd or otherwse altered by proprieta backup progrs
but may be accepted with files compressed using TAR or CPIO , or created using DD copy
or ufsdump.
(B) File and record

stctus.

(1) Magetically- recrded inormtion from centriz nOD.-microcmputer- based

systems.
(a) File strctues. The FTC will accept sequential files only. All other file
stctus must be converted into sequential formt.
(b) Record strctus. The FTC will accept fied lengt reords only. AU data in the
format:
numbel'
record is to be provided as it would

appe in prite

unpacked , decim points and signs prited
(2)

Magneticaly-reorded inonnation frm microcomputers.
Microcompute- bad word- prossing documents shouJd be

in DOS- text (ASCII),

WordPerfed, or Microsoft Word form!. Spreheets shouJd be in Microsoft Excel
xJs), or Lotu-compatiblc (. wkl) format. Databa files shouJd be in Microsoft
Access (. mdb), or dBas-cmpatible (. dbt) fonnat. Dataas or spreadsheet files also
may be submitted afer conversion to ASCn delimited, comma separd fonnat, with
field naes as the fi reord. Grphic images must be in TIF 4 formt, compressed
and unencryted. Oter proprieta softwar fonnats for word processing documents
spreheets , databass , grphics and other data files will be accepted by preauthorization only. For microcomputer files tht ar too large for one disk , fies may
be provided in a proprieta backup progr formt with prior authorition only or
in compresse PKZipO fonnat

(C) Documentation. Briefdocumentation of each fie on tape or disk mus be provided. (1)Files
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provided on disk mus be accompaed by the followig inormation: (a) ful pathe and
(b) the disk on whch the fiJe resides. Where necss, path th mus be crealed in order to
successfuly re submitt fies on FTC equipment also mus be provided

(2) Files provided on tape mus be acmpaed by the followig inormtion: (a)
oilhe
filenae; (b) theta on whch the fie reide; (c) the position

file on the tape.
For seuential databa files , the documcntation al mus include (8) the number of

records contaed in the fie; (b) the lengt and block siz of eah reord;

rerd layout, includig

reve

and (c) the

dement size.
tbe nae of eah element, (ii) the
in byts , and (il) the element s data ty. The documentation should be included in
the sae pakae as the tape. along with a pritout aime ti 100 rerd in report

formt
(D) Shipping. Maetic meda mus be shippe clealy maed: MAGNEC MEDIA
NOT X-RAY.
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IN THE MATTER OF

INTEL CORPORATION
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLA nON OF
SEe. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

9288.

Complaint,

June

1998.-- Decision,

Aug.

, 1999

This consent order , among other things , prohibits Intel Corporation , the Californiabased manufacturer and marketer of microprocessors , from withholding or

threatening to withhold advance technical infonnation , basing product supply
decisions upon the existence of an intellectual propert dispute , and refusing to deal
with certain customers as a means of coercing intelIectual propert licenses to their

rival microprocessor and related technologies. In addition ,
requires the respondent to publish this order on its web site

the consent order
in a

manner that

provides reasonable notice to interested parties.

Participants
John Horsley, Michael Antalics, Richard
Parker, Wiliam Baer, Jeremy Bulow, Thomas losso , Jay Creswell
David Reifen and Steven Nelson.
For the respondent:
Michael Sohn , Arnold
Porter Washington
For the Commission:

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Intel Corporation
Intel" ) has engaged in a pattern of conduct , as described herein , that
violates Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended
15 U.S. e. 45 , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding

in respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its
complaint, stating its charges as follows:
A. The Respondent

I. Intel Corporation ("Intel" ) is a corporation organized , existing,

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Delaware , with its office and prineipal place of business located at
2200 Mission College Boulevard , Santa Clara , California. For the
fiscal year ended December 31 , 1997 , Intel reported revenues of
approximately $25 bilion and profits of approximately $6. 9 billion.
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develops , manufaetures , markets , and sells a

variety of semiconductor products , including microprocessor devices.
A microprocessor is the central processing unit of a computer system.
Often described as the " brains " of a computer system , the microprocessor serves the essential functions of processing systcm data and
controlling other devices integral to the system. Intel's microprocessor
products includc a family of devices that are marketed and sold under
the trade names Pentium , Pentium with MMX , Pentium Pro , and
Pentium II (the " Pentium microprocessors
3. At aJl times relevant herein , Intel has been , and is now , a
corporation as " corporation " is defined in Section 4 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , 15 U. e. 44; and at aJl times relevant
herein , Intel has been , and is now , engaged in commerce as
commerce " is defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , 15 U. e. 44.

B. Intel Has Monopoly Power
4. One line of commerce

relevant to Intel' s conduct is the

manufacture and sale of aJl general- purpose microprocessors

including current- generation microprocessors. The relevant market
also includes future- generation microprocessors and technologies for
current- generation and future- generation microprocessors. In
addition , narrower markets may be contained within the market for
general- purpose microprocessors.
5. The relevant geographic market is the world.

6. Intel has monopoly power in the market for general- purpose
microprocessors. Intel' s market dominance is reflected in its own
market studies , which indicate that sales of Intel microprocessor
products have accounted for approximately 80 percent of the total
dollar sales of general- purpose microprocessors worldwide for each
of the last five years.
7. Entry is diffcult and unlikely to correct Intel's monopoly
power.
8. A new entrant would need to develop a relevant microprocessor

product , requiring substantial capital expenditures and several years
of engineering work. The entry cost required for developing a new
high- performance microprocessor would likely exceed $250 milion.
The development of a high- performance microprocessor product
comparable to Intel' s current Pentium II device or the Alpha
microprocessor products currently sold by Digital Equipment
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Corporation ("Digital" ) would likely require at least four years. For
example , although Intel began development of its new 64- bit Intel
microprocessor architecture (known as " IA- 64" ) in 1 994 , the first
generation IA- 64

device known as Merced is not expected to be

commercially available until the year 2000.
9. New entry is also deterred by the minimum viable scale
requirements for a modern semiconductor fabrication facility. The
cost of developing, building and equipping such a facility is

approximately $1.6 billion. An entrant could not expect to begin
shipping revenue microprocessor products for at least four to five
years after starting the construction of such a facility. A new entrant

could avoid significant fixed costs in buildings or equipment by
contracting with an cxisting microprocessor producer to provide
manufacturing and development services , but even such " fabless
entry would rcquire approximately six months and a commitment of
approximately 30 staff to the manufacturing area at a cost of
approximately $200 000 per person per year , in addition to significant
costs for foundry services.

10. A new entrant would also have to establish both product
reputation and technical compatibility with a computer operating
system and the applications software desired by a significant number
of computer users. Buyers of computer systems and microprocessor
components demand highly reliable products , and regard product
reputation to be an essential purchasing criterion. Consumers also
demand computer systems and microprocessor components that are
capable of running the computer operating systems and applications
software programs that are desired by computer end-users.
Aceordingly, a new entrant must attract support from software
developers , who are generally reluctant to devote development
resources to an unproven microprocessor product for which there is
no demonstrated demand. Furthermore ,

consumers typically have
many existing software applications that were written for a particular
microprocessor architecture; thus , it would often be costly for
consumers to switch to a new and incompatible microprocessor

architecture and computer systems manufacturers to switch and risk
alienating such consumers. The need simultaneously to secure a large
number of users in order to make the product attractive to software
developers and to secure the efforts of software developers in order
to make the product attractive to users is often referred to as " network
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effects. "

The importance of

Intel's success in obtaining
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these network effects is illustrated by
commitments from many computer

manufacturers and software vendors to build computers and write
software for Intel' s new 64- bit Merced microprocessor , even though
the product will not be available for nearly two years.
C.

Intel Refused to Deal With Certain Customers as a Means of
Coercing Licenses to Their Rival Microprocessor Technology

11. As more fully set forth below in paragraphs 15- , Intel has
entrenched , and threatens to continue entrenching, its monopoly

power in the relevant lines of commeree by, among other things
denying or threatening to deny technical information about Intel
microproeessor products to Intel eustomers who have developed and
patented innovations in microprocessor technology, as a means of
coercing those customers into licensing their innovations to Intel.
12. Intel promotes and markets its microprocessors by providing

customers with technieal information about new Intel products in
advance of their commercial release. Intel regards such advance
technical information to be proprietary and provides it subject to
formal non- disclosure agreements , which prohibit recipients from
disclosing such information to any unauthorized person or from using
it for any unauthorized purpose. Subjeet to such restrictions , however
Intel makes such information widely available to customers , including
manufacturers of personal computers , workstations , and scrvers.

Such relationships have substantial commercial benefits for both
parties: Intel' s customers benefit because the advance technical

information enables them to develop and introduce new computer
products incorporating the latest microprocessor technology as early
as possible , and Intel benefits because those customers design their
new computer systems so as to incorporate , and effectively endorse
Intel' s newcst microprocessor produets.
13. On at least three occasions , however , Intel suspended its
established commercial rclationships with particular customers
refusing to provide technical information about Intel products for the

purpose of forcing those customers to grant Intel licenses to
microprocessor-related technology developed and owned by those
customers. Intel' s conduct threatened to injure , and did injurc , the
ability of those targeted customers to remain competitive in
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developing and bringing to market in a timely manner computer
systems based on Intel microprocessors.
14, A natural and probable effect ofIntel's conduct is to diminish
the incentives of those three Intel customers -- as well as other firms
that are Intel customers or otherwise commercially dependent upon
Intel -- to develop new innovations relating to microprocessor
technology. Intel' s coercive business tactics effectively undermine the
patent rights of such firms and reduce their incentives to develop new
technologies relating to microprocessors. The nature and effects of
Intel's conduct are illustrated , but not necessarily exhausted , by three
cases described below in paragraphs 15- 37.

1. Intel's Conduct Toward Digital Equipment Corporation

15. Digital Equipment Corporation ("Digital" ) is a corporation
organized , existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts ,

with its principal

exeeutive offices located at 11 I Powdermil Road , Maynard

Massachusetts. Digital designs , develops , manufactures , and sells
computer hardware and software systems , including personal

computers , workstations , and servers. For the fiscal year ended June
1997 , Digital reported worldwide sales of approximately $13.
biJlion.

16. Digital designs , develops , manufactures , markets , and sells
computer system products that incorporate Intel microprocessors.
Sales of Intel- based computers constitute a substantial part of
Digital's business , accounting for approximately $2 billion of Digital's
revenues for 1997. Accordingly, Digital is a significant customer of
Intel , having purchased approximately $250 million worth of Intel

microprocessors for each of the last few ycars. Intel also expects
Digital to increase the volume of its microprocessor purchases over
the next few years.
17. Digital also designs , develops , manufactures , markets , and
sells some semiconductor products , including microprocessor

products that are generally known , marketed , and sold under the trade
name Alpha. Although they have only a small share of the market
Digital' s Alpha microprocessors are technologically significant.

Alpha microprocessors are widely regarded to be the highest
performing general purpose microprocessors available , having
performance superior to any of Intel's products in terms of accepted
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industry benchmarks for processor performance. When Intel
engineers confirmed the performance of Digital' s third generation
Alpha product , they declared a " strategic emergency " and undertook
to analyze the " miracles " of Alpha performance. Alpha also provides

the only alternative microprocessor platform that competes with
Intel' s microprocessor architecture in running the Windows NT
operating system. A current maj or goal for Intel is the development
of its IA- 64 microprocessor architecture to compete with Digital'
current 64- bit Alpha architecture , and the development of Merced and
other IA- 64- based microprocessors to compete with Digital' s Alpha
devices.
18. In 1995 Intel introduced the Pentium Pro microprocessor
which closed some ofthe substantial performance gap between Intel'

Pentium microprocessors and Digital' s Alpha microprocessors, After
examining the Pentium Pro device , Digital concluded that Intel was

using Digital microprocessor technology in violation of Digital'

patent rights. On May 12 ,

1997 , Digital sued Intel for patent

infringement , a1Jeging that Intel' s Pentium microproeessors infringed
ten Digital microprocessor patents.
19. Intel responded to Digital' s lawsuit by publicly denying

Digital access to any of the Intel technical information needed to
continue developing in a timely and effcient manner new computer
systems incorporating new Intel microprocessors. Among other
things , Intel:

Demanded return of technical information and refused to
supply any additional technical information needed by Digital
to design computer systems products incorporating Intel's
newest microprocessors , even though that information was

available to similarly situated computer manufacturers that
buy microprocessors from Intel , and even though Intel had no
reasonable belief that Digital had ever misused , could misuse
or would misuse that information;
Demanded return of microprocessor prototypes and rdused to
supply additional prototypes , even though such prototypes

were available to similarly situated computer manufacturers
that buy microprocessors from Intel , and even though Intel
had no reasonable belief that Digital had misused , could

misuse , or would misuse Intel's prototypes;
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Acted to create uncertainty about Digital' s future source of

supply of Intel microprocessors , including the orchestration
of a scene in which a Digital employee was publicly ejected
from a widcly attended industry meeting sponsored by Intel
without any advanee warning; and
Otherwise engaged in conduct to creatc a perception in the
computer industry that Digital was no longer capable of
bringing to market in a timely manner new computer system
products that incorporate Intel'
latest microprocessor
technology. Because product life cycles for computer systems
can be as short as six months , any dclay in the introduction of
a new product can have a significant adverse effect on the

commcrcial prospects for that product.

20. Intel' s

conduct as

described in paragraph 19 was not

reasonably necessary to serve any legitimate , procompetitive purpose.
21. The conduct described in paragraph 19 had a significant
adversc impact on Digital' s ability to develop and bring to market in

a timely manner new computer systems based on Intcl microprocessors , and would have posed an even more significant long- term
threat to Digital' s business if Digital had not agrced to license its
microprocessor technology to Intel.

2. Intel' s Conduct Toward Intergraph Corporation

) is a

22. Intergraph Corporation ("Intergraph"
Delaware
corporation headquartered in Huntsville , Alabama. Intergraph
develops , manufactures , markets , and sells computer hardware and
software products. Intergraph' s flagship products are computer
workstations designed for sophistieatcd graphics applications such as
computer- aided design , computer-aided engineering, computer-aided
manufacturing, computer-aided animation , and other computcr

graphics , multimedia and digital media functions.
23. In 1987 ,

Intergraph purchased the Advanced Processor
Division of Fairchild Industries , which had developed a family of
microprocessor devices known by the trade name Clipper. Until 1993
Intergraph continued to develop Clipper microprocessor technology
for use in Intergraph' s computer systems.
24. Beginning in latc 1992 , however , Intergraph shifted its focus
away from Clipper- based computer systems and becamc one of the
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first computer manufacturers to develop a family of workstations and
servers based on Intel' s Pentium microprocessor and Microsoft'
Windows NT operating system. As an early adopter of Intel's
microprocessor architecture for workstations , Intergraph provided
Intel with feedback that was essential for Intel's penetration of the
workstation market and otherwise validated the use ofIntel' s products
(and their use in Windows NT- based workstations) for what was at
the time a new market segment for Intel. Intergraph became the first
computer systems manufacturer to offer a workstation based on Intel's

Pentium Pro microprocessor , and the first to offer a single- and dualprocessor 3D graphics workstation based on Intel' s microprocessors.
25. By 1994 , Intel- based systems represented nearly three- quarters
of Intergraph' s hardware unit sales , and this figure had increased to
100 percent in 1996. Over the years , Intergraph has designed many
new computer systems based on new Intel microprocessors that have

proved to be popular with consumers. Intergraph was the leading
seller in revenue of Windows NT workstations for the first quarter of
1997.

26. In 1996 , Intel demanded a royalty- free license to Intergraph'

Clipper microprocessor technology as a condition for Intergraph
continuing to receive technical information that Intergraph required
to continue developing Intel- based
efficient maner.

workstations in a timely and

27. When Intergraph said it could not agree to such a demand
Intel refused to provide Intergraph with important information

relating to graphics technology, contributing, along with subsequent
lntel conduet , to a significant delay ofIntergraph' s development of a
graphics workstation.
28. In 1997 , Intergraph began asserting that certain third parties
using Intel- based computer technology were infringing certain
Intergraph patents. When some ofthose manufacturers in turn sought
indemnification from Intel against Intergraph' s claims for patent
infringement , Intel increased pressure to force Intergraph to grant
Intel a royalty- free license to Intergraph' s microprocessor-related

patents.

29. When Intergraph again refused ,

Intel cut off Intergraph'

access to any of the Intel technical information necessary to continue
developing in a timely and efficient manner new computer systems
incorporating new Intel microprocessors. Among other things , Intel:
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Cut off technical information that Intergraph needed in order
to design systems based on Intel' s newest chips , even though

that technical information was widely available to similarly
situated computer manufacturers that purchase Intel microprocessors , and even though Intel had no reasonable belief
that Intergraph had misused , could misuse , or would misuse
Intel' s technical information;
Demanded return of microprocessor prototypes and refused to
supply additional prototypes , even though such prototypes

were widely available to similarly situated computer
manufacturers that purchase chips from Intel , and even
though Intel had no reasonable belief that Intergraph had
misused , could misuse , or would misuse Intel' s prototypes;
Failed to inform Intergraph of a bug Intel had previously

discovered in an Intel chip that Intergraph was purchasing,
and interfered with Intergraph' s efforts to seek assistance from
a third party after Intergraph discovered the bug. As a resuJt
Intcrgraph was forced to redesign , refabricate and retest an
entire motherboard , which caused significant product delays;
Acted to create uncertainty about Intergraph' s future source of
supply ofIntel microprocessors; and
Otherwise engaged in conduct to create a perception in the
computer industry that Intergraph was no longer capable of

bringing to market in a timely manner new computer system
latest microprocessor
products that incorporate Intel'
technology. Because product life cycles for computer systems
ean be as short as six months , any delay in the introduction of
a new product can have a significant adverse effect on the

commercial prospects for that product.
30. Intel's conduct as described in paragraphs 26 through 29 was

not reasonably necessary to serve any legitimate , procompetitive
purpose.

31. The conduct described in paragraphs 26 through 29 had a
significant adverse impact on Inter graph' s ability to develop and bring

to market in a timely manner computer systems based on Intel
microprocessors , and would pose an even more significant long- term
threat to Intergraph' s business if a United States District Court had not
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issued a pre1iminary injunction in April 1998 enjoining Intel from
engaging in such conduct.
3. Intel' s Conduct Toward Compaq Computer Corporation
32. Compaq Computer Corporation ("Compaq ), a Delaware
corporation headquartered in Houston , Texas , is the largest

manufacturer of personal computers in the world. Compaq designs
develops , manufactures , and sel1s a ful1 1ine of computer system
products , ineluding personal computers , workstations , and servers,
Compaq reported revenues of approximately $24. 6

bil1ion for the

fiscal year ended December 31 , 1997.
33. Compaq designs , develops , manufactures , markets , and sel1s

computer system products that incorporate Intel microprocessors.
Such Intel- based computers constitute a significant part of Compaq
business , accounting for the majority of Compaq s revenues. Compaq
is Intel's largest dol1ar and volume customer for microprocessor
products , having purchased more than $2 bil1ion worth of Intel
microprocessors during 1997.

34. In November 1994 , Compaq sued another computer systems
manufacturer , Packard Bel1 Electronics , Inc. (now Packard Bel1 NEC
Inc. ) for using patented Compaq technology in Packard Bel1 computer
systems. Intel , the supplier of the infringing components , intervened
on Packard Bel1' s side , because Intel be1ieved that it had an ob1igation

to indemnify Packard Bell.
35. In response to Compaq s assertion of its intel1ectual property
rights , Intel cut off technical information that Compaq needed in
order to design systems based on Intel's newest chips , even though

that technical information was widely available to similarly situated
computer manufacturers that purchase Intel mieroprocessors , and
even though Intel had no reasonable belief that Compaq had misused
could misuse , or would misuse Intel' s technical information.
36. Intel' s conduct as described in paragraph 35 was not
reasonably necessary to serve any legitimate , pro competitive purose.
37. The conduct described in paragraph 35 had a significant
adverse effect on Compaq s abi1ity to develop and bring to market in
a timely maner computer systems based on Intel microprocessors
and would have posed an even morc significant long- term threat to
Compaq s business if Compaq had not agreed to 1icense its
technology to Intel.
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D. Elements of Violations of Law

38. As set forth in paragraphs 4- 1 0 , Intel has monopoly p wer in
the market for general- purpose mieroprocessors and in narrower

markets contained therein.
39. As set forth in paragraphs 1 1 - 37 ,

Intel has engaged in

exc1usionary conduct by eutting off and threatening to cut off

valuable commercial relationships with certain of its customers as a

means of coercing licenses to their patent rights in rival microprocessor and related technologies. In each instance , Intel's conduct
had a significant adverse effect on the ability ofthe targeted customer
to develop and bring to market in a timely manner computer systems
based on Intel microprocessors , and would have posed a more

significant long- term threat to the businesses of those customers if

they had not agreed to license their technologies to Intel or , in the
case ofIntergraph , won an injunction against Intel's conduct. Because
patent rights are an important means of promoting innovation , Intel'
coercive tactics to force customers to license away such rights
diminishes the incentives of any firm dependent on Intel to dcvelop
microprocessor-related technologies. Because most firms who own
or are dcveloping such technologies are vulnerable to retaliation from
Intel , the natural and probable effect of Intel' s conduct is to diminish
the incentives of the industry to develop new and improved microprocessor and related technologies. Consequently, Intel' s conduct
cntrenches its monopoly power in the current generation of general-

purpose microprocessors and reduees competition to develop new
microprocessor technology and future generations of microprocessor
products.
40. Intel has willfuJly maintained its monopoly power in the
general- purpose microprocessor market , and narrower markets
contained therein , through exc1usionary conduct that was not
reasonably necessary to serve any legitimate , procompetitive purpose.
41. Intel also had the specific intent to attcmpt to monopolize both
the current generation and future generations of gcneral- purpose
microprocessors , and narrower markets contained therein , and its

actions create a dangerous probability that it wil accomplish these
objectives.
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Law

42. Intel' s conduct constitutes unlawful monopolization , unlawfl
attempts to monopolize , and unfair methods of competition , aU in

violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Commissioner Swindle dissenting.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore issued its complaint charging
the respondent named in the caption hereof with violations of Sect ion
5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , 15 U, e. 45
and the respondent having been served with a copy of that complaint
together with a notice of contemplated relief; and
The respondent , its attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by respondent of aU the jurisdictional facts set forth in
the complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for

settlement purposes only and docs not constitute an admission by

rcspondent that the law has been violated as aUeged in such
complaint , or that the facts as aUeged in such complaint , other than
jurisdictional facts

, are true and waivers and other provisions as

required by the Commission s Rules; and
The Secretary of the Commission having thereafter withdrawn
this matter from adjudication in accordance with Section 3 . 25( c) of
its Rules; and
The Commission having considered the matter and having
thereupon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such
agreement on the public record for a period of sixty (60) days , and
having duly considered the comments filed thereafter by interested
persons pursuant to Section 3. 25(f) of its Rules , now in further
conformity with the procedure prescribed in Scction 3. 25(f) of its
Rules , the Commission hereby makes the foUowing jurisdictional
findings and enters the foUowing order:
1. Respondent Intel Corporation is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the

State of Delaware with its office and principal place of business
located at Mission CoJlege Boulevard , Santa Clara , California,

,'
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2, The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered That as used in this order , the following definitions
shall apply:
A.

Intel"

or

respondent means Intel Corporation , its directors

officers , employees , agents , representatives , predecessors , successors
and assigns; its joint ventures , subsidiaries , divisions , groups and
affliates controlled by Intel , and the respective directors , offcers
employees , agents , representatives , successors , and assigns of each.
Commission means the Federal Trade Commission.
B.
e.
Advance Technical Information or AT Information means

confidential product information regarding a general purpose Intel
microprocessor of the type necessary to enable a customer to design
and develop systems incorporating those microprocessors in time for
introduetion into the marketplace by the offcial release date for such
microprocessors , namely (1) the electrical , mechanical , and thermal
characteristics of such microprocessor , (2) samples of such

microprocessor , (3) errata and workarounds or fixes thereof for such
microprocessors , (4) technical support for items (1) - (3) at a level
equivalent to that provided at a time period immediately prior to the
event which engendered the IP Dispute , and (5) other equivalent
enabling information. For purposes of this order , it shall be presumed
that disclosures of AT Information no later than 6 months before the
official release date of a microprocessor are sufficient to enable a
customer to design and develop a system within the time prescribed
. herein , and that AT Information does not inelude detailed
microprocessor design information not generaJly provided to
respondent s customers , nor information relevant solely to designing
semiconductors.
D.
Intellectual Property Dispute or IP Dispute means any

circumstance where a customer of rcspondent has (1) directly or
indirectly asserted or threatened to assert any patent , copyright or
trade secret right concerning computer technology against respondent
or any other-eustomer of respondent where the asserted infringement

g.
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relates to a product supplied by respondent; or (2) refused a request
by respondent to license or otherwise convey the rights to a patent
copyright or trade secret right to respondent.
II.

It is further ordered That

A. Except as otherwise provided in paragraph ILB. below, for a

period of ten (10) years from the date this order becomes final

subject to the proviso set forth in this paragraph , respondent shall
cease and desist from taking the following aetions or threatening to
take the foJlowing

actions: (I) impeding, altering,

suspending,

withdrawing, withholding or refusing to provide access by any

microprocessor customer to AT Information for reasons related to an
Intellectual Property Dispute with such customer if at the time of such
IP Dispute such customer is

receiving AT Information

from

respondent or (2) basing any supply decisions for general purpose
microprocessors upon the existence of an IP Dispute. Provided

however , that any obligation set forth in this paragraph II.A. shall be
inapplicable with regard to any AT Information or product supply
decision specific to any Intel microprocessor that the customer has
asserted is infringing its patent , copyright or trade secret rights unless
that customer agrees in writing not to seek an injunction against the
manufacture , use , sale , offer to sell , or importation of all Intel
microprocessors that are based upon the same core micro architecture
(e.
, P6) as the Intel microprocessor that is the subject of the
assertion of infringement; provided further , however , that respondent
shall not take action prohibited in this paragraph II.A. for the reason
that such customer is seeking or has sought compensation , damages
or any other legal or equitable remedies other than injunction as

herein provided.
B. Nothing in paragraph II.A. of this order shall be construed to:

I. Prohibit respondent from seeking all

I.

available legal or

equitable remedies with regard to any of its patent , copyright , trade
secrets , mask work , trademark , or other intellectual property;
provided that a dispute as to such remedies or compensation sought
for the AT Information shall not affect respondent's obligation to
continue to provide the AT Information to a customer as provided in
paragraph II.A. above;

g.,
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2. Prohibit respondent from withholding AT Information or
demanding the return of previously provided AT Information from a
customer based on business considerations unrelated to the existence
of the IP Dispute , including but not limited to a customer s breach of
an agreement between the customer and respondent regarding the

disclosure or use of the AT Information;
3. Limit respondent' s right to make product (including sample)
supply decisions based upon business considerations unrelated to the
existence of the IP Dispute , including but not limited to constrained
product (including sample) supply, customer s order rate and payment
history, or customer s breach of an agreement between the customer
and respondent regarding the supply or use of such products;

4. Require respondent to provide AT Information or supply
general purpose microprocessors to a customer to facilitate the design
or development of a type of system
server , workstation , desk(e.
top, mobile unit) that such customer has not designed or developcd
or demonstrated plans to design or develop within the preceding year;

5. Prohibit respondent from restricting the use of A T Information
to the customer s design and development of computer systems that
incorporate the microprocessor to which the AT Information pertains;

6. Require respondent to disclosc AT Information or supply
general purpose microprocessors , when such AT Information or
products (including samples) are not otherwise available for
disclosure or supply to respondent s customers; or
7. Otherwise limit respondent' s intellectual property rights

including the disposition of those rights.

II.
It is further ordered That:

A. Within five (5) days of the date this order becomes final , and
for a period of thirty (30) days thereafter ,

respondent shaJl publish

this order on its World Wide Web site. Notiee of such publication

shall be made in a manner

calculated to be viewed by all

respondent' s customers. For purposes of this provision , notice will be

deemed satisfactory if it is made by providing a direct link to the
and Intel Settle
Antitrust Litigation " posted as the first link under the " In the News
section of the " developer " page (developcr.nteJ.com) as the Intel
sitc is constituted on the date this order is signed. In the event that
order from a notice in the following language:

FTC
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Intel changes its site structure , an equivalent notice in terms of ease
of aecess and conspicuousness must be provided. After such thirt

(30) day period , respondent

shall maintain a Jink from the

developer " page (or its equivalent) to the order in a manner that
provides reasonable notice to interested parties.

B. Within ten (10) days after the date on which any person
becomes a director or corporate officer , respondent shall provide a
copy of this order to such person.
e. Within sixty (60) days after the date this order becomes final
respondent shall file with the Commission a verified written report
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which respondent is
complying and has complied with this order.
D, One (I) year from the date this order becomes final , annually
for the next five (5) years on the anniversary of the date this order
becomes final , and at such other times as the Commission may
require , respondent shall file a verified written report with the
Commission setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it
has complied and is complying with this order , and setting forth in
detail any action taken in connection with the activities covered by
this order.
E. For a period of five (5) years after the date this order becomes
final , respondent shall maintain and make available to the Federal
Trade Commission staff for inspection and copying, upon reasonable
notice , records adequate to describe in detail any action taken in
II.
of this order.
connection with the activities covered by paragraph
IV.

It isfurther ordered That respondent shall notify the Commission

at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the
respondent such as dissolution , assignment , sale , or reorganization

resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation or association
or the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in
the corporation that may affect complianee obligations arising out of
this order.

It
is
further ordered That , for the purpose of determining or
securing compliance with this order , upon written request , respondent
shall permit any duly authorized representative of the Commission:
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A. Access ,

during office hours and in the presence of counsel , to

all facilities and access to inspect and copy all books ,
accounts ,

ledgers

correspondence , memoranda and other records and

documents in the possession or under the control of respondent
relating to any matters contained in this order; and
B. Upon five days ' notice to respondent and without restraint or
interference from them , to interview offcers , directors , or employees
of respondent , who may have counsel present.
VI.

It isfurtherordered That this order shall terminate on August 3
2009.
Commissioner Swindle dissenting.
STATEMENT OF CHAIRAN ROBERT PITOFSKY AND
COMMISSIONERS SHEILA F. ANTHONY AND MOZELLE W. THOMPSON

Today, the Commission accepts the proposed settlement in this
Commissioner Swindle

mattcrwithout modification. Our colleague ,

remains un persuaded " that the conduct at issue in this case
. demonstrably threatened to hann the consuming public " because he

cannot accept that it could appreciably affect -- much less stem - - the
immense tide of invention and improvement that continuous I y drives
this industry. " Werespectfullydisagree with Commissioner Swindle
for two simple yet fundamental reasons.
First , we continue to have reason to believe that Intel , which the
majority has reason to believe is a monopolist , engaged in " conduct
other than competition on the merits or restraints reasonably

necessary ' to competition on the merits , that reasonably appear(s)
capable of making a

significant contribution to creating or

maintaining monopoly power. Barry Wright Corp.
v. ITT Grinnell
Corp. 724 F.2d 227, 230 (I" Cir. 1983) (Breyer , J. (quoting
II P.
Areeda & D. Turner , Antitrust Law
1626 at 83 (1978)). Nothing in
the public comments submitted to the Commission leads us to depart
from our initial judgment.
Second , requiring " demonstrable " harm to competition after
pretrial settlement has no legal basis because it has no practical basis.
SettJement of the case necessarily prevents us from making any final
judgment about the actual evidence of harm to competition from
Intel's conduct.
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STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER ORSON SWINDLE

Shortly after the Commission accepted the consent agreement in
this matter, I released a statement outlining my concerns about the
case and asking for public comments addressing certain issucs. 1 My
statement invited views and information on three basic questions,
Unfortunately, the handful of public comments on the proposed
settlement did not address these queries in any meaningful way.
In a nutshell , my previous statcment posed these questions:
(1) Notwithstanding its extremely large share of an alleged market
for general- purpose

microprocessor sales ,

does Intel genuinely

possess monopoly power in that market?
(2) Even if one were to assume that Intel has the monopoly power
claimcd by the complaint ,

does the information available provide
reason to believe that Intel' s alleged abuse of that power ' entrenched
Intel' s monopoly position in current- generation microprocessors and

diminished the incentives of firms commercially dependent on Intel
to develop innovations relating to microprocessor technology? Is the
rcsult of this likely to be a reduction in " competition to develop new
microprocessor technology and future generations of microprocessor

products
(3) Will the proposed order against Intel present the Commission
with signifieant noncompliance and enforcement problems because
the order s prohibitions turn on whether Intel takes certain aetions " for
reasons related to " or " base( dJ . . . upon the existence of'
intellectual property dispute -- criteria that , as I pointed out , could

enmesh the Commission in expensive , and perhaps intractable
enforcement proceedings

I am unable to vote in favor of the consent order because I

continue to lack rcason to believe that Intel' s actions against Digital

:vy statement can be found on the
-:www. ftc gov/os/1999/9904/swindlc. htm::

Commission

website at

The complamt charges that thIs abuse took the form of a curta!!ment oflhe supply oftcchmcal
information and prototypes to Digital , Intergraph , and Compaq.
3 Complaint
f 14 , 39. My questions with

regard to this issue also included whether the

complaint spcJJed oul a coherent theory of harm to consumers. In other words , even ifone were to grant

Digital, lnrergraph . and Compaq as a1Jeged by the Commission
would the evidence in hand have shown that the particular injury to those three firms \vas reasonably
likely to translate into harm to consumers overall?

that Inte! took actions that harmed
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Intergraph , and Compaq would have adversely affected competition
and innovation in the ways charged in the complaint.
My concerns with regard to the first and third issues listed above
have diminished to some extent. As to the allegation of monopoly
power , some of the factors that once appeared to threaten Intel'
hegemony have ebbed in reeent months , and there is less reason to
think that Intel' s large market share overstates its power in generalpurpose microprocessors,

Nor would I choose to dissent if my only remaining concern were

the enforceability of an order whose key terms rely too much on
ascertainment and proof of the respondent' s state of mind. Because
the order does not appear to chil any pro competitive activity
Intel' s part , and beeause of my faith in the ability of our staff to detect
genuine instances of noncompliance , I could put aside my
reservations about the order s " for reasons related to " and " base( dJ
. . . upon " language if I were in agreement with the complaint'
viz. that Intel' s conduct is likely to
underlying theory of violation n
cause a reduction in " competition to develop new microprocessor
technology and future generations of microprocessor products.
It is upon the plausibility of that theory, however , that I part ways
with the majority. As I said in April , even if one concedes that Intel
has monopoly power , I cannot comfortably translate its actions visvis three customers into the threat to microprocessor innovation
depieted in the complaint. Indeed , even if one were to characterize
Intel' s alleged conduct as aggression against customers rather than

self-defense 5 it seems a considerable stretch to expand that conduct
into a case about chilling innovation and otherwise reducing
technological competition. I am not aware of any substantial
The inroads made by Intel' s microprocessor competitors into the sub- $! 000 personal computer
lntel as recently as six months ago. After what first appeared to be
gains in market share , howevcr , those competitors ' aggressive marketing efforts have yielded mixed
results (Of course , one can legitimately ask whether the competitors failed to sustain those gains
because ofinteJ's dominance or , as appears at least as likely, because of their own management and
segment seemed to pose a threat to

strategic shortcomings.

My increased comfort with asserting that Intel possesses monopoly power is also tempered by the

breathtaking pace of cost reductions and major technology improvements in the microprocessor
business , which I would not normally associate with an industry in the clutches of a firm wielding
monopoly power. One could almost as easily characterize Intel as a firm that had the enormous good
fortune to have caught a wave early and learned to ride it better than anyone else
5 1n my Apri! statement
s pursuit of this action could send the
, 1 notcd that the Commission

message that , in the FTC's view , a monopolist embroiled in commercial disputes with its customers
cannot resort to ' self- he!p . . but must instead hire lawyers and take its disputes through 1engthy and
expensive litigation
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evidentiary support for the theory that Intel' s customers or others in

the industry eanceled development projects ,

cut research and

development , or otherwise reduced innovation in response to Intel'
conduct.
I therefore remain unpersuaded that the conduct at issue in this
ease demonstrably threatened to harm the consuming public.
Whatever injury Intel might have visited on Digital , Intergraph , and
Compaq, I cannot aceept that it could appreciably affect -- much less

stem -- the immense tide of invention and improvement that
continuously drives this industry
Accordingly, because I still lack reason to believe that Intel'

alleged conduct constituted a violation of Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , I dissent.

In their responsive stat mcnt , my colleagues assert that there is neither a legal nor a practical
' demonstrable ' harm to competition after pretrial settlement " since " (s)ettlement
of the case necessarily prevents (the Commission) from making any fjnalJudgment about the actual
basis for "requiring

evidence of harm to competition from Intel's conduct. "

Statement of Chairman Robert Pitofsky and

Commissioners Sheila F. Anthony and Mozelle W. Thompson. I acknowledge , of course , that pretrial
settlement cuts short the accumulation and evaluation of cvidence that a complete trial would have
permitted -- although we should keep in mind that

this

case was settled after extensive pretrial

discovery. In any event , in questioning whether Intel's conduct demonstrably

threatened

to harm

consumers , I merely meant to express my doubts about whether Section S' s " reason to believe " threshold
has been crossed

